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The City of Buffalo is fortunate for volunteer support in developing and operating a successful trail system.
This success is built on the philosophy established in the original Mission of the Clear Creek Development Commission, the City’s first board tasked with the initial
development of the trail system along Clear Creek.
“The purpose of the Clear Creek Commission is to preserve the integrity of Clear Creek and enhance recreational opportunities along its banks.”
The Clear Creek Trail System is only possible if trail users recognize that this is the community’s trail system and continue to take care of it as such.
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MISSION STATEMENT
The Mission of Buffalo’s 2008 Master Trails Plan is to maintain and expand a non-motorized, multi-use trail and transportation system at
the foot of the Big Horn Mountains, for the health and enjoyment of the residents and visitors of Buffalo, Wyoming.

This Plan acknowledges that growth at any rate is inevitable. This document is the City’s answer to uniform development of a public trail system that is
compatible with the rural and mountainous environments of the area as well as provides safe non-motorized transportation opportunities as land is
annexed and developed. Any new growth will be in full cooperation with federal and state entities and private individuals.
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Chapter One
Introduction
1.0

Introduction

“Trails that hook together…”
Buffalo Bulletin headline March 15, 1989
“Group wants walk paths connected”
Buffalo Bulletin headline April 11, 1990
The Buffalo Master Trails Plan serves as a guidance document to the staff and governing body of the City of Buffalo for the City of
Buffalo’s Clear Creek Trail System (CCTS).
The Clear Creek Trail System is a multi-use, non-motorized trail network that connects Buffalo’s neighborhoods and commercial centers to
the natural, recreational, cultural, historical and scenic resources in and around Buffalo, Wyoming. The Clear Creek Trail System prioritizes
alternative transportation methods, healthy lifestyles, recreational opportunities and a high quality of life for area residents.
The Clear Creek Trail System serves as a critical component to Buffalo’s city-wide transportation network, allowing residents and visitors
trail connections to both natural and urban settings while contributing to the preservation of Buffalo’s small-town character.
The Master Trails Plan guides and assists the staff and governing body of the City of Buffalo to insure that both current and future trail
segments of the Clear Creek Trail System constitute well-planned, adequately maintained, standardized trail linkages that serve a functional
route for non-motorized transportation, offer excellent recreational opportunities to users, and further contribute to Buffalo’s economic
vibrancy. Protecting natural resources and preserving a quality of life were the community’s top priorities.
The Master Trails Plan incorporates and supports the goals outlined in Buffalo’s 2007 Comprehensive Plan and affirms the Wyoming
Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) goals, insuring coordination with the County, State and Federal entities as
opportunities may arise to incorporate the Clear Creek Trail System into a region-wide, non-motorized trail network.
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Goals consistent with the 2007 Buffalo Comprehensive Plan:
1. Goal: Preservation of the small town/rural character and values of the City of Buffalo
2. Goal: Cost effective, efficient infrastructure development that meets current and future service needs.
3. Goal: Attractive and inviting neighborhoods, commercial districts, and downtown core.
4. Goal: Diversified economy that contributes to the vitality and character of Buffalo.
5. Goal: A transportation system that provides safe and efficient movement of people, goods, and services.
7. Goal: Land use development standards that promote quality growth that pays for itself.
8. Goal: A high quality physical environment that preserves air and water quality and conserves land, wildlife habitat, and
energy resources.
9. Goal: Recreational opportunities that meet citizens’ needs as well as provide open spaces.
Trails have played an important role in the settlement of the West. The most well-known of which being the Oregon—Bozeman Trail.
Today, many advantages are still realized from the benefits of foot or bike travel.
Health and Safety Benefits
• Provide convenient, safe non-motorized travel within the community.
• Connect parks, schools, commercial centers and recreational areas.
• Provide routes that will be safer for travel by foot and bicycle.
• Provide a safe means for area visitors to explore the community outside of their vehicles.
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Residents and visitors are regularly seen walking and bicycling outside in all four seasons. Much of the walking and bicycling occurs along
the Centennial Trail, the Clear Creek Greenbelt, Highway 16 and the William J. Mentock trail. Many people also walk and bicycle on City
streets and South Bypass Road.
According to the Centers for Disease Control, evidence from the Guide to Community Preventative Services shows that providing access
to places for physical activity, such as trails, increases the level of physical activity in a community.
Quality of Life Benefits
Increase in the quality-of-life associated with trails are realized through expressions of community character and pride, aesthetics of the
local environment, access to the outdoors and open space, and easy freedom of mobility.
“In the past decade a wide body of research has shown that amenities, such as environmental quality, a slower pace of life, low crime rates,
scenery, recreational opportunities, or “quality of life” for short, are influencing peoples’ decision to live and do business in rural areas.”
Sonoran Institute
Transportation Benefits
The wear and tear on City streets is reduced by the number of miles for which alternative transportation is used. As gasoline prices
continue to rise and the energy economy remains unstable, the desire for alternative transportation options will likely increase. Assuming
the Clear Creek Trail System can replace some vehicle trips by encouraging safe walking and biking, the parking and traffic situation is
enhanced for both locals and visitors.
Social, Historical, and Cultural Benefits
Trails can allow people to interact in a positive environment and help knit a community together. Trails can educate and increase
awareness about the history and culture of a region, aid in the preservation of historic sites, and provide a location for cultural events.
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Economic Benefits
Open space can be seen as a non-depreciating, non-reproducible asset with increasing benefits through time. By contrast, poorly planned
development can depreciate in value and create significant liabilities for communities (Fausold, et al.).
According to the Parks and Trails Council of Minnesota, the positive economic impacts to communities with trail systems can be
significant. Nationally, trail-related expenditures range from less than $1 per day to more than $75 per day, depending on distance covered.
“Generally, it’s been found that a trail can bring at least one million dollars annually to a community, depending on how well the town
embraces the trail.” (The Economic and Social Benefits of Trails, Parks, and Trails Council of Minnesota, 2005)
In addition to expenditures by users for such things as purchases of walking and cycling gear, bicycles, lodging, meals and other incidentals,
trails have a positive effect on real estate values.
In 2007, the National Association of Home Builders conducted the Consumer’s Preferences Survey asking home buyers to check the
following community amenities that would seriously influence them to move to a community. Walking/jogging trails ranked the highest
with forty-nine (49) percent; followed by park area (46%), outdoor swimming pool (39%), and proximity to a lake (34%). (National
Association of Home Builders Economics Group). Buffalo realized these benefits in 1983 with the creation of the City’s first trail.
Environmental Benefits
Trails and other greenway corridors promote parkland dedication, wetland preservation, and environmental protection. They preserve
undeveloped lands in urban areas and separate and buffer competing land uses.
Environmental benefits fall into the categories of wildlife preservation, water quality protection, storm water management, preservation of
vegetation and open space, and other benefits such as serving as a fuels break for fire protection.
According to the Federal Highway Administration, bicycling and walking are the two major non-fuels-consuming, non-polluting forms of
transportation in the United States. The greatest environmental benefit of bicycling and walking is the bypass of the fossil fuel system. “To
the extent that bicycling and walking displace trips that would otherwise have involved the use of motor vehicles, they enable society to
reduce consumption of fossil fuel and the associated pollution and other environmental damage.” (Federal Highway Administration Case
Study #15, The Environmental Effects of Bicycling and Walking, 1993)
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An additional benefit of increasing walking and bicycling while decreasing vehicle use is countering land use sprawl. Walking and bicycling
are facilitated by and facilitate higher density land use near city centers.
While Buffalo is currently not experiencing air quality problems, the excellent air quality enjoyed today is valued by residents.
Educational Benefits
A trail corridor often encompasses several different environments along its route and can be thought of as an outdoor classroom full of
educational materials. Value is realized by the scientific community, educators, and students through a wide range of studies such as
biology, history and art.
Benefits: Open House Conclusion
The following benefits are ranked from the community’s highest to lowest priority.
Protect natural resources
Quality of Life
Provide and expand recreational experiences
Promote safe and secure environments for recreation
Improve health and well-being in the community (lower community health care costs)
Improve transportation by providing non-motorized choices for residents and visitors
Strengthen “regional destination” identity and attract tourists
Strengthen community
Preserve and highlight cultural and historical resources
Support economic development and improve the local economy
Provide educational opportunities
Decrease air pollution
Increase cultural unity
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Chapter Two
Community Profile
2.0

Community Profile

“The pride of a community, the esteem with which it holds itself, can be measured in the investment it makes in
the environment in which the residents exist.” —Clear Creek Trails System, Master Trails Plan 1990
Potential Trail Users:
Pedestrians
Cyclists
People with strollers

People with Disabilities
Cross-country skiers

General Permissible Uses for the Clear Creek Trail System*
Foot travel
Bicycling Touring
Mountain Biking
Mountain Skateboarding

Nordic Skiing
Strollers
ADA mobility units
Picnicking

General Non-permissible Uses for the Clear Creek Trail System**
Motorized vehicles
Horseback riding
Campfires

Overnight Camping
Littering/Paintball
Fireworks/Firearms/Hunting

**Permissible uses vary with trail. Consult trailhead signs for any individual trail rules.
*Non-permissible uses are universal for all trails on property or easements held by the City of Buffalo.
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Table 1. Population figures for Johnson County
POPULATION BY AGE:
Population under 5 years
Population 5 to 14 years
Population 15 to 19 years
Population 20 to 24 years
Population 25 to 34 years
Population 35 to 44 years
Population 45 to 54 years
Population 55 to 64 years
Population 65 to 74 years
Population 75 years and over
TOTAL
Source: U.S. Census Bureau
Table 2. Land Use Summary Table for Buffalo
Land Use
Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Public
Source: 2007 Buffalo Comprehensive Plan

2006
431
931
499
532
926
888
1,320
1,060
717
710
8,014

% of Total
5.4%
11.6%
6.2%
6.6%
11.6%
11.1%
16.5%
13.2%
8.9%
8.9%
100.0%

Acres
573
156
13
215

Percent (%) of Total
19.7%
5.4%
0.4%
7.4%

Present Land Use
The Buffalo city limits encompass about 2,900 acres or 4.5 square miles. Over 796 acres are state-owned lands associated with the
Wyoming Veterans Home and the vast majority of this land is undeveloped.
About 19.7 percent of the city (573 acres) is used for residential purposes, mostly single family homes in neighborhoods and subdivisions.
There are about 2, 057 housing units in Buffalo situated on these 573 acres. The overall density of the city’s residential areas is 3.6 housing
units per acre.
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Recreational lands including Buffalo’s major parks and greenbelt areas are another 14.7 percent (427 acres) of the city. Vacant or
undeveloped tracts and lots constitute 10.5 percent (305 acres) of the city. Public usage including publicly owned facilities (post office,
schools, fire hall, etc.) and privately-owned community uses (primarily churches) occupy 7.4 percent (215 acres) of the city.
Commercial and industrial lands are respectively 5.4 percent (156 acres) and 0.4 percent (13 acres) of the city. Streets take up about 410
acres or 14.1 percent of the city. These land use figures are summarized on the previous page.
Table 3. Landowners in Johnson County
Landowner
United States Government
National Park Service
Forest Service
Fish and Wildlife
Bureau of Land Management
Bureau of Reclamation
Wyoming
State Lands Commission
Recreation Commission
Game and Fish
Local Government
County
City
School District & Colleges
Other Lands
Surface Water
Total Public
Total Private
TOTAL LAND
(a) Data not available
Source: University of Wyoming, Department of Geography & Recreation
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Acres

Square Miles

0
326,881
0
502,588
0

0.0
510.8
0.0
785.3
0.0

217,474
34
12,223

339.8
0.1
19.1

(a)
(a)
(a)
8,618
5,389
1,067,817
1,603,991
2,671,808

(a)
(a)
(a)
13.5
8.4
1,668.5
2,506.2
4,174.7

“The natural and manmade beauty of an area is considered by business or industry, by individuals considering retirement or vacation in
various areas or communities; these improvements add to the marketability of our community to business, retirees and visitors.”—Clear
Creek Trails System, Master Trails Plan 1990
Table 4. Sales Tax Collections in Johnson County Fiscal Year 2006
INDUSTRY (NAICS)
Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing, & Hunting
Mining
Utilities
Construction
Manufacturing
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Transportation and Warehousing
Information
Financial Activities
Professional & Business Services
Educational & Health Services
Leisure & Hospitality
Other Services
Public Administration
TOTAL
Source: State of Wyoming, Department of Revenue

Total Taxes ($)
$3,747
$3,208,102
$899,206
$781,596
$169,319
$788,889
$3,334,953
$10,507
$171,448
$269,930
$171,698
$2,287
$931,038
$471,892
$822,928
$12,037,540
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Open Space Existing Conditions
“Most of the land held for parks is undeveloped. While there appears to be abundant passive open space, there seems to be a modest
amount of neighborhood parks with recreational facilities. In addition to this amount, attention should also be paid to the public
acquisition of land for future parks or open space located outside of subdivisions, one example being for proposed trail routes.”
–Buffalo Comprehensive Plan 2007
Linear trail corridors can offer several benefits over traditional park facilities:1
Greater perimeter area
Multiple visitor experiences
Increased access
Lower acquisition and development costs
Lower maintenance costs if the trail is sustainable
There are 300 acres of parks, open space, and ball fields in town.
George Washington Park
Canyon Park/Clear Creek Mountain Park
Buffalo Municipal Swimming Pool
Mountain Plains Heritage Park
Buffalo Golf Course
Northwest Greenbelt
Clear Creek Trail System
North Burlington Park
Bicentennial Fields
Cloud Peak Park
Prosinski Park/Ballfields
Eva Knepper Park
Jack Meldrum Rotary Park

1

Trails for the Twenty-First Century, Second Edition: Planning, Design, and Management Manual for Multi-Use Trails.
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The following charts are taken from the Buffalo
Comprehensive Plan 2007
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Chapter Three
Development of the 2008
Master Trails Plan
3.0

Development of the 2008 Master Trails Plan

I. The 2007 Master Trails Map
A Master Trails Map was created in 2007 during the update of Buffalo’s Comprehensive Plan. City staff and local citizens developed a map
that illustrated where future trails should be developed and or extended, including land outside the city limits. The Comprehensive Plan
highlighted the need for a Master Trails Plan to accompany and explain the Master Trails Map.
II. Steering Committee and Public Involvement
The Buffalo Trails Board and at-large members served as the Steering Committee for the 2008 Master Trails Plan. During the development
of the 2008 Master Trails Plan the following public entities, community agencies and individuals were invited to participate in workshops
and board meetings as at-large board members:
County Planning Department, Rob Yingling, County Planner and Jerry Osborn, Assistant County Planner
United States Bureau of Land Management, Field Manager Chris Hanson and Recreation Specialist Larry Gerard
United States Forest Service, District Ranger Mark Booth and Wilderness, Recreation and Special Uses Director Craig Cope
Wyoming Fish and Game, Wildlife Biologist Dan Thiele
Buffalo Game Warden, Jim Seeman
Natural Resources Conservation Service, District Conservationist Phil Gonzales
Lake DeSmet Conservation District, District Coordinator Nikki Lohse
Chamber of Commerce, Executive Director Margaret Dunfee
Mountain Plains Heritage Park, Chairman Deane Bjerke and at large board member Jo Robinson
YMCA, Executive Director Spencer Hepp
Clear Creek Middle School, Science Program, Andy Stafford and Marcia Gaines
Buffalo High School, Physical Education Director Dan Barent
Trail Advocacy Group, Representative Susan Theune
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Friends of Klondike, Representative Cheryl Gerard
Friends of Eva Knepper, Representative Sid Parker
American Volkssport Association, President, Lois Petersen
Trail Workshops were held at City Hall:
January 7, 2008
January 21, 2008
February 19, 2008
March 17, 2008
In addition to trail workshops, Buffalo Trails Board meetings were held regularly.
A joint City/County meeting was held with County landowners at the Johnson County Fire Hall April 16th, 2008 to explain the concept of
the Master Trail Map and to address allegations of eminent domain and the City’s position on trail expansion. Over 300 letters were mailed
by the County Planning Office to landowners owning property where potential trail corridors were proposed according to the 2007 Master
Trails Map.
The Plan was presented to the Buffalo Planning Commission for formal adoption and certification August 27, 2008 and a public hearing
was advertised in the local newspaper.
An informational page was added to the City’s website during the planning process. http://www.buffaloz.com/trails.shtml
III. Community Concerns
Community involvement was an integral part of the trail planning process. Two (2) Master Trail Plan Open Houses were held at the
Johnson County Fire Hall April 21st and May 19th to gather input from interested citizens. To advertise for the public Master Trail Plan
Open Houses, flyers were distributed on trailheads as well as throughout town; the information was broadcast on the local radio; there
were articles and advertisements in the local newspaper; and email updates went out to over 200 community members.
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The following were general public concerns collected during the Open Houses:
o Some residents felt that the trail system should be given a broader name such as Buffalo Area Trail System or Greater Buffalo Area
Trails, among others.
o Some residents were concerned that the past maintenance policy on the William J. Mentock trail was creating additional erosion.
o Some residents were concerned that current leash laws were not being enforced; dog owners were not picking up after their dogs; and
there were not enough areas that allow dogs off leash.
o Some residents were concerned that emergency access to City trails was not sufficient, citing the William J. Mentock trail.
o Some residents were concerned about increased traffic along Turkey Lane; an increase in trespassing on private property in the area;
and improper use of the road according to the existing road easement.
o Some residents were concerned of the possibility of City takings of private property and forced expansion of the trail system.
These concerns were addressed as part of the Master Trails Plan process.
IV. Responses to Community Concerns
•

•

•

The name Clear Creek Trail System (CCTS) received more than eighty percent (80%) of the tallied vote at the Master Trails Plan
Open Houses. The trail system is currently a City trail system and is entirely on City-owned property, with the exception of
Mosier Gulch Picnic Area. The Buffalo Trails Board and the City of Buffalo support the concept of a collaborative effort to
critically examine the potential expansion of the Clear Creek Trail System into a regional non-motorized transportation network.
The William J. Mentock trail, developed as a result of an agreement with the Bureau of Land Management, Chamber of
Commerce, Clear Creek Commission, Wyoming Game and Fish and the City of Buffalo to develop the Clear Creek Mountain
Park. Since its inception the trail has been maintained by the Buffalo Trails Board as a foot path/walking path only according to
the original plan of development. It is the recommendation of the Buffalo Trails Board that the use on the trail be officially
changed to reflect the user types and be classified multi-use; the current maintenance plan reflects this change and the trail will be
maintained for bikes and pedestrians. The William J. Mentock trail is not a natural trail; it was constructed by volunteers and
requires routine maintenance. The trail is classified Unsurfaced in the Master Trails Plan and should be maintained according to
recommended trail standards.
The Buffalo Police Department currently provides a bike officer to monitor all trails on City property during the summer
months. A Memorandum of Understanding exists between Johnson County Sheriff and Buffalo Police Department for
Extraterritorial Enforcement giving both agencies full authority to take action on land owned by the City of Buffalo outside of
the City limits. Enforcement on City lands outside of the City limits remains the primary responsibility of the Buffalo Police
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•

•

•

Department. The Buffalo Police Department is currently not able to enforce leash laws on the William J. Mentock trail with
existing staff numbers or existing city priorities. Six (6) dog waste stations are proposed at the following locations: Lobban
Avenue trailhead, Harmony Lane trailhead, Upper Clear Creek Access trailhead, Mountain Plains Heritage Park parking area,
Mosier Gulch trailhead, and the Turkey Lane parking area. Mountain Plains Heritage Park Trails (with the exception of the
wildlife area) and the Old Camp Eagle Rock are areas that will begin to allow dogs off-leash.
There are currently six (6) emergency access points for the William J. Mentock trail. Emergency access is currently available at:
Turkey Lane, East of the Water tank, Old Power Plant Lane, an access road below the McNeese Access, a parking area near the
William J. Mentock trail at the Cold Springs Access, and Mosier Gulch Picnic Area. There is a need to inform the emergency
service agencies of these access points. The City feels these access points represent more than adequate emergency access for the
William J. Mentock trail. Trail emergency access points have been identified in Chapter 5, Trail Inventory for all existing trails.
Turkey Lane is a private road. An easement agreement exists and lists the City of Buffalo and five other parties as having the
right to use the permanent right of way as means of ingress and egress; the easement agreement states, “the parties hereto shall
use the right of way with due regard to the rights of the others in the use thereof and shall not use it in any way to impair the
rights of others to its use.” The easement agreement also states that the parties are obligated to share equally in the expense of
maintaining and repairing the access along the roadway. Increased traffic is caused by trail users as well as the additional homes
that have been constructed since the easement agreement in 1959. The City of Buffalo encourages private property to sign their
properties and the Buffalo Trails Board is willing to provide assistance. Trespassing is a crime enforceable by both law
enforcement agencies. If further development of the access takes place the City will work with area residents to mitigate impacts
from trail users.
The Master Trails Plan prioritizes private property rights. City takings of private property are not recommended policy of the
Buffalo Master Trails Plan. Instead, the Master Trails Plan recommends policy for the City to examine acquiring trail easements
during the City’s subdivision and annexation processes in cooperation with the Master Trail Corridor Map and current open
space requirements. Land gifts from a private property owner to the City are an additional option for expansion of the Clear
Creek Trail System.

V. Community Support
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o There was overwhelming support for the need to have a Master Trails Plan; ninety percent (90%) of those that the attended the May
Trail Open House felt that the Master Trail Plan was important. Community agencies are also supportive of the Clear Creek Trail
System; see Appendix D, Letters of support.
Briefings of County officials
The Johnson County Board of County Commissioners and Johnson County Planning Commission were presented the 2008 Buffalo
Master Trails Plan; ideas for County trail segments and opportunities for County participation were provided to the Commissioners and
County Planning Commission.
Briefings of City officials
The Buffalo City Council and Buffalo Planning Commission were briefed during the planning stages of the Master Trails Plan.
Representatives of both the Buffalo City Council and the Buffalo Planning Commission were liaisons to the Buffalo Trails Board.
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Chapter Four
Trail History
4.0 Trails and the City of Buffalo
I. The U.S. Bureau of Land Management, Mayor Hecht and the Buffalo Greenbelt
The Buffalo Greenbelt and Open Space Park was provided to the City of Buffalo (City) by the U.S. Bureau of Land Management (BLM)
through the Recreation and Public Purposes Act. In February of 1982, the City of Buffalo and the Bureau of Land Management
completed a plan of development for the Buffalo Greenbelt which included nine (9) concepts for development. A copy of the plan of
development can be found at City Hall.
Title to 261 acres of land was transferred from the BLM to the City on April 11, 1983. The land was deeded to the City on the basis of the
plan of development. The deed limited the uses as defined by Federal Statues and the plan of development under the Recreation and
Public Purposes Act (R & PP).
Mayor Emil O. Hecht (1976-1986) initiated the construction of the first trail in the City of Buffalo in the recently acquired Greenbelt. In
1983, Mayor Hecht suffered a heart attack and was prescribed exercise. Mayor Hecht and community member Emerson Scott placed an
advertisement in the local newspaper asking for volunteers to begin work on the City’s first trail that would follow Clear Creek. When no
other community members showed up, the two men staked and bladed the trail from Klondike Drive to the Wyoming Veteran’s Home
Pasture and using the City backhoe and dump truck created the trail in 96 hours. The Greenbelt trail was the beginning of the Clear Creek
Trail System.
II. The Centennial Trail and the “Buffalo Futures” Conference
The concept for the Centennial Trail was conceived at a dinner table of eight community members at the “Buffalo Futures” Conference at
the Big Red Barn dinner at UCross in the summer of 1987. Buffalo community member Emerson Scott proposed a plan for a section of
trail along the former rail tracks to connect Old Highway 87 to Historic Main Street. The idea included a Buffalo single-horse Trolley and
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the objective was to introduce visitors of the area to the Downtown. At that time there were no sidewalks along East Hart Street, thus no
safe way for people on foot to access downtown Buffalo.
In 1987, the Clear Creek Development Commission was formed to create a plan for the development of the half (½) mile trail. The trail
was designated to officially mark Wyoming’s Centennial. Work began on the Centennial trail in August of 1988 and completed in June of
1990.
III. 1990 Trails Master “Plan” and Map
The 1990 Trails Master Plan resulted in a Master Trails Map, Ordinance 1081, and the development of the Clear Creek Development
Commission. In 1988, Marlyn Black recognized that different groups and individuals were working on various sections of the Clear Creek
Trail System. The groups included the Clear Creek Development Commission, the Main Street Commission, the City Park Board, Jack
Tarter of the Veteran’s Home of Wyoming, and individuals Bill Mentock and Frank Shaw. A meeting was held at the CrossRoads Inn on
February 14, 1989 and the following were invited to attend in an effort to coordinate efforts relating to the trail system:
Emerson Scott (Clear Creek Development)
Bill Mentock and Jack Tarter (State Lands)
Glenn Bessinger (Bureau of Land Management)
Ross Elliot (Main Street Commission)
Mayor James Hicks and City Planner Ken Gross (City of Buffalo)
John Buckingham (City of Buffalo Parks and Recreation)
Gladys Gunderman (Chamber of Commerce)
Marlyn Black (Big Horn Economic Development and BAMSCO)
Darrell Schwelling and Frank Shaw (Bureau of Land Management)
A series of meetings took place and the 1990 Trails Master Plan was developed in the form of a map drawn by Darrell Schwelling.
Ordinance 1081 as well as the creation of the Clear Creek Development Commission were also products of these efforts.
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IV. Chronology of Trail System Development
1982
1983
1985
1987 & 1988
1987
1988

1989

1990

1992

The City of Buffalo and the Bureau of Land Management exchanged land under the Recreation and Public
Purposes Act
Title to 261 acres of land was transferred from the BLM to the City of Buffalo for the Greenbelt Area and the
first trail was constructed in the Greenbelt
The Wyoming Department of Transportation constructed a bike path along the south side of Highway 16 West
The City of Buffalo employed landscape design student Maureen DeLey to do design work for a trails system
Emerson Scott proposed construction of the Centennial Trail
Work began on the Centennial Trail
• Bill Mentock and Frank Shaw plotted out the trail in the Veteran’s Home of Wyoming pasture
• Bill Mentock and Frank Shaw plotted out the trail along Clear Creek from Mosier Gulch to Turkey Lane to be
known as the Clear Creek Mountain Park
Bill Mentock and Ray Schoonover began construction on the Clear Creek Mountain Park
• A Proposed Plan of Development for the Clear Creek Mountain Park was created
• The original Buffalo Trails logo was adopted by the Buffalo Trail Board
• The City of Buffalo passed City Ordinance 1081 adopting the Rules and Regulations for the Clear Creek Trails
System
• The City Council approved development of the parking lot location off of Turkey Lane on City property
• Leonard Stenseng was commissioned to paint forty-six (46) signs for the Clear Creek Trail System
• The first Tales to Trails brochure is created and 5,000 copies were distributed (to date 52,000 brochures have
been printed)
Trails Master Plan was created by the Clear Creek Development Commission
• A Memorandum of Understanding between the City of Buffalo, the Board of County Commissioners, and the
Bureau of Land Management was signed pertaining to the development of the Canyon Park/Mosier Gulch area
• The City burned the Old Mill Building on Lobban to make way for the Centennial Trail
A Memorandum of Understanding between the City of Buffalo, the Board of County Commissioners, and the
Bureau of Land Management was signed authorizing William J. Mentock to officially offer his services to the City of
Buffalo
• Bill Mentock is the national recipient of the Take Pride in America Awards Program for his work on the Clear Creek
Trail System
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1993

1994
1996
2002
2005
2005
2006
2008

A foot bridge on Centennial trail was constructed across Clear Creek to Van Dyke Street. Steve Nuckolls, John
Miller and Fred Gray were responsible for the bridge’s placement.
• The Johnson County Tourism Association asked the Clear Creek Development Commission to sponsor the
Volksmarch program
The Bureau of Land Management commemorated National Trails Day by extending the Clear Creek Trail up to the
BLM picnic area
A new asphalt surfaced path was created on the Greenbelt from Cedar Street
The parking lot at Turkey Lane was enlarged to the original design of six (6) vehicles
• A group of thirty-seven (37) youth from around Wyoming worked on the Clear Creek Trail as part of a
community service project
Lights are installed on Centennial Trail
The City accepts the Historic 1880 Pony Truss Bridge from the Wyoming Department of Transportation for
placement on the trail system
Master Trails Map was developed as part of the Buffalo Comprehensive Plan
• The Clear Creek Mountain Park Trail is officially designated the William J. Mentock Trail
• Two additional access points are constructed to the William J. Mentock Trail from Highway 16 West
City Council adopts the City of Buffalo Master Trails Map

V. Clear Creek Development Commission and the Buffalo Trail Board
The Clear Creek Development Commission formed in 1989 as a City-appointed Commission and consisted of the following board
members: Emerson Scott, Mary Hicks, Jackie Perry, Skip Hancock, Jim Dillinger, Bill Moriarty, Tom Carpenter, and John Barrows. The
Buffalo Trails Board replaced the charter of the Clear Creek Development Commission to reflect a change of scope. Since their inception,
a total of twenty (20) citizens have served on the Clear Creek Development Commission and the Buffalo Trails Board. The original
members are referred to above, subsequent members include: Bill Mentock, Fred Gray, Steve Nuckolls, Jack Tarter, John Miller, Jeff
Corbett, Jerry Gladson, Norb Lyle, Kate Holt, Bill Cooley, Ed Von Holst, and Don Vogl. The Buffalo Trails Board continues to be a
volunteer City-appointed Board.
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VI. Trail Volunteers and William J. Mentock
The Clear Creek Trail System (CCTS) would not be possible without the work of its board members. Trail Board members commit time,
energy and resources to the planning, construction and maintenance of the City’s Trail System. Since its inception, members have spent
countless hours working and planning for the Trail System. This commitment and dedication is evidenced in the lengths of the terms of
Clear Creek Commission/Buffalo Trails Board members: Bill Mentock, served five terms (21 years), Steve Nuckolls, served 4 terms (18
years), Fred Gray, served 4 terms (18 years), Emerson Scott, served 4 terms (16 years), Jack Tarter, served 4 terms (16 years) and Norb
Lyle, served 2 terms (8 years). William J. Mentock has logged more than 6,000 hours of volunteer time working on the Clear Creek Trail
System.
VII. Buffalo Master Trails Plan 2008
Buffalo’s Comprehensive Plan 2007 was the guiding document for work to begin on the Buffalo Master Trails Plan 2008. The Master
Trails Plan was written by the Buffalo Planning Department. The Steering Committee for the Master Trails Plan was the Buffalo Trails
Board and community at-large Board members representing various local agencies involved in decisions affecting the local trail system.
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Inventory:

Greenbelt: Klondike Street access

Sign/s: There are nineteen (19) signs total.
A. Trailhead Sign/Kiosk
1. “Trail etiquette sign”
At mile marker 0.0
Recommendation: Needs to be replaced with a new Trailhead Sign/Kiosk.

Classification: Primary Soft Surface
Year created: 1983
Width: 10 ft
Length: 1.13 miles
Surface Material: reject sand
ADA compatible
Purpose: The Greenbelt was given to the City of Buffalo under the
Recreation and Public Purposes Act on April 11, 1983. This trail at the
foot of the Bighorn Mountains and allows visitors and residents an
opportunity to walk along Clear Creek and take in the beauty of the
area.

B: Informational sign/s:
2. BLM sign
Explains the land gift, Brand-new
Recommendation: Needs to be moved to a better location.
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2. “Area B sign” and “Dogs Permitted on Leash” and “No Horses
on Pathway sign”
At mile marker 0.0
Recommendation: Remove current signs. Incorporate this sign information on a new
Trailhead Sign/Kiosk.
3. “Area C sign”
Located at the V-gate
Recommendation: Replace with a new Trailhead Sign/Kiosk and add the history of
the trail system and the Veteran’s Home.
4. “Area B sign”
Located on the back of the “Area C” at V-gate
Recommendation: Replace with a new Trailhead Sign/Kiosk.

Located at mile marker 0.7
F. Bench F: Green free-standing bench
Located at mile marker 1.0; Chained to a tree
G. Bench G: Cemented-in bench
Located at mile marker 1.13
Garbage cans: There are three (3) garbage cans total.
A. “Garbage can rack”
Off of Klondike Drive
B. “Garbage can rack”
Located at mile marker 0.3
C. “Garbage can rack”
Located at mile marker 1.13

C. Distance marker signs:
3. “Distance markers”
Every 1/10th mile; Total: 12
Recommendation: Need to be replaced.

Parking lot/s: There is a parking lot on Klondike Drive.
Culvert/s: There are five (5) culverts total.
A. and B. Culvert A and B: just off of Klondike Drive
16” x 30’, concrete culverts
Recommendation: These culverts need headwalls.
C. Culvert C: at 0.1 mile post
4” x 18’, PVC pipe
D. Culvert D: 0.12 miles up the trail
6” x 15’, PVC pipe
E. Culvert E: 0.25 miles up the trail
16” x 25’, concrete culvert

D. Regulatory signs:
a. Wyoming Game and Fish sign”
“Archery Hunting Only”
Recommendation: Under Game and Fish authority
2. “No Dogs permitted and other uses” sign
Recommendation: Keep this sign.
Bench/es: There are seven (7) benches total.
A. Bench A: Cemented-in bench off of Klondike Drive
B. Bench B: Cemented-in bench along the bank of the Clear Creek
Located at mile marker 0.2
C. Bench C: Cemented-in bench
Located at mile marker 0.3
D. Bench D: Cemented-in bench
Located at mile marker 0.5
E. Bench E: Cemented-in bench

Dog waste station/s: There is one (1) dog waste station located at
mile marker 0.3.
Emergency Access: Cedar Street; Euskaldun Kalea
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Brochure box: The sixth grade class of the Clear Creek School has
placed a brochure box at the Klondike trailhead, requires maintenance
and inspection.

Existing soils: Nesda fine sandy loam; Haverdad-Kishona loams
Surrounding topography: nearly level—2% or less grade
Adjacent or intersecting streams: Clear Creek
Permitted Trail Use: All trail uses are allowed, see page 13.

Greenbelt: Cedar access

Bird nesting box/es: There are nine (9) bird nesting boxes total.
These were placed along the pathway by Adam Bender in 1996 as a
Boy Scout project.
Bill Mentock has been monitoring and cleaning the boxes since 1997.

Classification: Secondary Hard Surface
Year Created: 1996
Width: 6 ft
Length: 0.14 miles
Material Surface: asphalt: medium quality
ADA compatible
Purpose: Provide a handicap accessible trail to the Greenbelt.
Inventory:

Exercise station/s: There are five (5) exercise stations total.
A. “Monkey Bar”
Located at mile marker 0.5
B. “Balance Beam”
Located at mile marker 0.6
C. “Pull-up Bars”
Located at mile marker 0.7
D. “Flat Bench”
Located at mile marker 0.7
E. “Climbing Bar”
Located at mile marker 1.13

Sign/s: There are seven (7) signs total.
A. Trailhead Sign/Kiosk
1. Currently there is not a Trailhead Sign/Kiosk
Recommendation: Propose to place a Trailhead Sign/Kiosk here that includes
regulatory signage, as well as a trail map, information on the Shiloh trail, 1880
Bridge and the Veteran’s Home.

Historic feature/s:
A. “Tee-pee rings”
There are two located at mile marker 0.7
The path intersects the two rings.
The ring on the west is a large tee-pee ring.
The ring on the east side of the path is smaller and is more
likely a sweat lodge ring.

B. Informational sign
1. “BLM sign”
Recommendation: This is a BLM sign.
C.

Regulatory signs:
1. “Dog on Leash sign”
Was located on the BLM post, 10” x 8”
2. “No Horses sign”
Was located on the BLM post, 10” x 8”
Recommendation: Remove current signs. Incorporate this sign information on a new
Trailhead Sign/Kiosk.

Wildlife: Migratory birds, deer
Livestock: Not allowed
Other: Gate at Cedar Street
Existing vegetation: Forest-dominated riparian
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D. Distance marker signs:
1. “Distance markers”
There are four (4) total
Recommendation: Need to be replaced.

Livestock: Not allowed
Other: There is barbed wire fence around the parking lot at the end of
Cedar Street.
Elevated Viewing Stand: There is an elevated viewing stand on the
south bank of the duck pond.
Existing vegetation: Forest-dominated riparian
Existing soils: Haverdad-Kishona loams; Nesda fine sandy loam
Surrounding topography: nearly level—grades 2% or less
Adjacent or intersecting streams: Clear Creek

Bench/es: There are two (2) benches total.
A. One (1) Cemented-in bench
Located on the west side of the pond
B. One (1) Cemented-in bench
Located on the west side of the pond

Permitted trail use: All trail uses are allowed, see page 13.
Garbage cans: There is one (1) garbage can total.
A. “Garbage can rack”
Located on the west side of the pond

Upper Clear Creek access
Classification: Bridge extension/Secondary Soft Surface
Year created: 2008
Width: 17 ft
Length: 50 ft
ADA compatible
Purpose: Provide access to the City’s Greenbelt.
Inventory:
Sign/s: Currently there are no signs.
Recommendation: A new Trailhead Sign/Kiosk that recognizes contributors.
(Rebecca Frazer, Woodward-Clyde company, WYDOT, 3 Way, Tom Carpenter,
Dick Vogel)

Parking lot/s: There is one (1) parking lot at Cedar Street.
Culvert/s: There are seven (7) culverts total.
A. Culvert A: Located at the north end of the pond.
16” x 65’, concrete culvert
B. Culvert B: Located at 0.2 mile post
12” x 14’, steel culvert
C. Culvert C: Located at 0.3 mile post
18” x 35’, steel culvert
D. Culvert D: Located at 0.3 mile post
16” x 30’, concrete culvert
E. Culvert E: Located at 0.4 mile post
24” x 13’, steel culvert
F. Culvert F: Located at 0.6 mile post
12” x 25’, PVC and steel
G. Culvert G: Located at 0.8 mile post
12” x 20’, PVC

Bench/es: There are two (2) benches, donated by 3-Way.
Parking lot/s: There is a parking lot off Upper Clear Creek Road.
Dog waste station/s: There currently are none.
Recommendation: Add a dog waste station at Upper Clear Creek access.
Bridge/s: 1880 Historic Pony Truss Bridge
Emergency Access: Upper Clear Creek Road

Emergency Access: Cedar Street, Euskaldun Kalea
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Elevated walkway: This trail will have a metal, elevated walkway,
approximately 150 feet. The walkway will connect the Bridge to the
Greenbelt Trail.
Existing vegetation: Forest-dominated riparian
Existing soils: Nesda fine sandy loam
Surrounding topography: nearly level—grades 2% or less
Adjacent or intersecting streams: Clear Creek

Recommendation: Replace with a new Trailhead Sign/Kiosk.
B. Distance marker signs:
1. 2.17 mile marker placed on the fence at the Veteran’s Home
proper.
Recommendation: Replace.
C. Several signs on the fence between the pasture and the Veteran’s
Home proper
Recommendation: Remove and incorporate into a new Trailhead Sign/Kiosk.

Permitted trail use: All trail uses are allowed, see page 13.

D. Regulatory signs:
1. “No Dogs” sign, located at fenceline
Recommendation: Remove and include on Trailhead Sign/Kiosk.

Klondike Hill
Classification: Road Connector
Width: 10-12 ft
Length: 0.2 mile
Surface Material: asphalt
Inventory:

2. “No Dogs” sign, located at parking area
Recommendation: Remove and include on Trailhead Sign/Kiosk
3. Wyoming Game and Fish Commission Sign
Recommendation: Under Game and Fish authority

Highway stripe: To mark pedestrian/bike lane.

Benches: There are two (2) benches total.
A. Bench A: Cemented-in bench located at the 1.5 mile marker in the
pasture
B. Bench B: Cemented-in bench located at the 1.9 mile marker in the
pasture

Veteran’s Home Pasture
Classification: Primary Soft Surface
Width: 10 ft
Length: 1.14 miles
Surface Material: reject sand
Purpose: Provide a walking path for Veterans as well as Buffalo,
Johnson County and state visitors to the Veteran’s Home.
Inventory:

Garbage cans: There is one (1) garbage can rack maintained by
Veteran’s Home personnel; located inside the fence at the parking lot.
Bridge/s: There is one (1) bridge.
A. Bridge A: Located at the 1.3 mile marker
24 ft long X 4 ½ ft wide; Constructed across the irrigation
ditch
Emergency Access: Veteran’s Lane, there is a locked gate

Sign/s: There are seven (7) signs total.
A. Trailhead Sign/Kiosk
1. “Area C” sign
Located at the Veteran’s Home
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Livestock: cattle, horses
Gates/barriers/fence/s: There is a V-gate at the intersection of the
Greenbelt.
Existing vegetation: Forest-dominated riparian
Existing soils: Nesda fine sandy loam, Featherlegs-Moskee complex
Surrounding topography: nearly level—grades 2% or less
Adjacent or intersecting streams: Clear Creek

Centennial Trail:
Classification: Primary Hard Surface
Width: 8 ft
Length: 0.5 miles
Surface Material: asphalt: broken
ADA compatible
Purpose: To provide access to downtown Buffalo for travelers staying
at the motels along Interstate 25 before there were sidewalks along Hart
Street
Inventory:

Permitted trail use: All trail uses are allowed, see page 13.
When the Veteran’s Home agreed to allow the pathway it was with the
specific understanding that the City of Buffalo would restrict dogs
within the pasture.

Sign/s: There are twenty-three (23) signs total.
A. Trailhead Sign/Kiosk
1. “Carved Redwood sign by Bill Jennings” and “Follow the
Buffalo” sign; Located on South Bypass Road
Recommendation: This sign is weathered; consider replacement with a new
Trailhead Sign/Kiosk sign or refinish. Consider corporate sign sponsorship.

Veteran’s Lane
Classification: Primary Hard Surface
Year created: Updated to concrete in 2006
Width: 10 ft
Length: 0.5 mile
Surface Material: concrete
ADA compatible
Purpose: Creates a loop trail from Highway 16 to the Veteran’s Home.
Inventory:

2. “To Downtown Buffalo” sign; Located on current Trailhead sign
Recommendation: Remove and incorporate into a new Trailhead Sign/Kiosk.
3. “Area A” sign
Located on South Bypass Road
Recommendation: Remove and incorporate into a new Trailhead Sign/Kiosk.

Bench/es: There are no benches provided by the City.
Garbage cans: The City provided the garbage can rack near the
highway. The Veteran’s Home maintains the garbage can.
Existing vegetation: Mixed grass prairie
Existing soils: Featherlegs-Moskee complex
Surrounding topography: nearly level—grades 2% or less

B. Regulatory signs:
1. “No Horses or Vehicles” sign
Located on South Bypass Road
Recommendation: Remove and incorporate into new Trailhead Sign/Kiosk.
C. Historic Interpretive Signs

Permitted trail use: All trail uses are allowed, see page 13.
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Recommendation: Keep current signs and replace as a unit at a later date.
Possibly add an Audubon Society sign at the bench where forty-five (45) species of
birds can be observed. Include historic photos and drawings on future signs.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Garbage cans: There are two (2) garbage cans.
Picnic table/s: There are two (2) picnic tables.
Parking lot/s: South Bypass Road and County Fire Hall
Culvert/s: There are two (2) culverts
A. Culvert A: Located below the footbridge
12” x 30’, steel culvert
B. Culvert B: Located at 0.41 marker
12” x 30”, steel culvert
Dog waste station/s: There is one (1) dog waste station on the
Bypass.
Recommendation: Add a station on Lobban Avenue.
Bridge/s: Van Dyke Street
Emergency Access: Railroad Avenue
Historic feature/s: There are historic features on Centennial trail.
Wildlife: Forty-five (45) species of birds.
Lights: There are thirteen (13) lights total.
A. Twelve (12) Cobra lights
B. One (1) antique light at Lobban Avenue
Existing soils: Urban land Vonalee-Taluce, Urban land Vonalee
complex, Urban land Haverdad complex
Surrounding topography: nearly level—grades 2% or less
Adjacent or intersecting streams: Clear Creek

“The Wyoming Railroad” sign
“Railroad Ties” sign
“Carrington” sign
“Scoria Rock” sign
“Water Tower” sign
“Western Irrigation” sign
“Fisher’s Brewery” sign
“The Mill” sign (there is a misspelling on the sign)

D. Directional sign:
1. “Hoof Prints” sign
Located at Lobban Avenue
Recommendation: Continue painting the hoof prints, wait for Downtown
Development Plan recommendation.
2. “Area A” sign
Located on Lobban Avenue
Recommendation: Keep the sign and incorporate into Trailhead Sign/Kiosk..
E. Distance markers:
1. Mile markers: There are six (6) total.
Located every 1/10th of a mile.
Recommendation: Replace.

Permitted trail use: All trail uses are allowed, see page 13.

Trail Street Access
Classification: Road Connector
Width: 20 ft
Length: 295 ft
Surface Material: asphalt
Purpose: Provide a connection from Centennial Trail to Main Street.
Inventory:

F. Highway information sign
1. Located on Hart Street; Meets WYDOT standards
Recommendation: Keep the current sign.
Bench/es: There are six (6) benches total.
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Sign/s: There is one (1) sign total.
A. Directional signs:
1. “Arrow sign” on power pole on Lobban Avenue
Recommendation: Remove and place on a City pole, currently on Rocky Mountain
Power pole.

Bench/es: There are many benches along Main Street.
Garbage cans: There are many garbage cans along Main Street.
Picnic table/s: There are picnic tables in Crazy Woman Square.
Parking lot/s: There are several parking lots off of Main Street.
Bridge/s: There are two (2) bridges over Clear Creek.
Historic feature/s: There is a historic walking tour along Main Street.
Adjacent or intersecting streams: Clear Creek
Permitted trail use: Foot travel, Nordic Skiing, Strollers, ADA
mobility units

2. “Hoof prints” on Trail Street to Main Street
Recommendation: Consider in-lays or concrete stain, currently requires maintenance
every spring; Downtown Development Plan recommendation pending.
Parking lot/s: Trail Street parking area
Permitted trail use: All trail uses are allowed, see page 13.

West Fetterman Street Access
Classification: Sidewalk Connector
Width: 4.5 ft
Surface Material: concrete/City sidewalk
ADA compatible—no
Recommendation: Provide ADA compatible sidewalk
Purpose: Provide a connection from Main Street to Prosinski and
Washington Parks.
Inventory:
Sign/s:
A. Directional sign
1. “Hoof prints” on Main Street
Recommendation: Consider a small informational sign, WYDOT approved, at the
intersection of Fetterman and Main Street. Downtown Development Plan
recommendation pending.

Main Street Sidewalk Access/Historic Walking Tour
Classification: Primary Hard Surface
Width: 4-8 ft
Surface Material: concrete/City sidewalk
ADA compatible
Purpose: Historic walking tour.
Inventory:
Signs: There are four (4) signs total.
A. Trailhead Sign/Kiosk
1. “Trail Map sign” on bridge at Main Street and Fetterman.
Recommendation: Replace with a new Trailhead Sign/Kiosk.
B. Directional signs:
1. “Hoof Prints”
2. “Double Arrow” sign on the wall of the Great Divide
Properties building
3. “Arrow signs” at Main Street and Fetterman
Note: Larger signs are currently not permitted by WYDOT
Recommendation: Downtown Development Plan recommendation pending.

Adjacent or intersecting streams: Clear Creek
Permitted trail use: Foot travel, Bicycling Touring, Mountain Biking,
Nordic Skiing, Strollers, ADA mobility units
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West Fetterman Trail

Purpose: Provides a walking path through Washington Park, serves as
a connection between Main Street and the Greenbelt.
Inventory:

Classification: Secondary Hard Surface
Width: 5 ft
Length: 430 feet
Surface Material: asphalt/concrete
ADA compatible—not currently ADA compatible
Recommendation: Convert curb at Western Avenue to ADA.
Purpose: Provide a connection from Main Street to Washington Park
along Clear Creek.
Inventory:
Sign/:
A. “Hoof prints”
Recommendation: Downtown Development Plan recommendation pending.

Sign/s: Currently there are no signs.
Recommendation: Future collaboration with City Parks Department.
Bench/es: There is one (1) cement bench.
Garbage cans: There are garbage cans in Washington Park.
Picnic table/s: There are picnic tables in Washington Park.
Lights: There are eight (8) old-fashioned light poles.
Restroom: There are three (3) restrooms in Washington Park.
Existing soils: Urban land Haverdad complex, Nesda fine sandy loam
Surrounding topography: nearly level—grades 2% or less
Adjacent or intersecting streams: Clear Creek

Bench/es: There is one (1) cemented-in bench.
Garbage cans: There is one (1) garbage can.
Lights: There are four (4) old-fashioned light poles.
Existing soils: Urban land Vonalee-Taluce, Urban land Vonalee
complex
Adjacent or intersecting streams: Clear Creek

Permitted trail use: All trail uses are allowed, see page X.

Washington Park Trail (North Spur)
Classification: Secondary Soft Trail
Width: 4 ft
Length: 0.25 miles
Surface Material: reject sand
ADA compatible—not currently ADA accessible
Recommendation: make ADA accessible
Purpose: Provide a walking path through Washington Park along Clear
Creek.
Inventory:

Permitted trail use: Foot travel, Bicycling Touring, Mountain Biking,
Nordic Skiing, Strollers, ADA mobility units

Washington Park Trail (South Spur)
Classification: Secondary Hard Surface
Year Created:
Width:
Length:
Surface Material: asphalt
ADA compatible—not currently ADA accessible
Recommendation: Make ADA accessible.

Sign/s: There are five (5) signs total.
A. Directional signs:
1. 8” x 10” sign at DeSmet Street
Recommendation: Keep sign, consider replacement.
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2. Two (2) “Arrow signs” on Klondike Drive
Recommendation: Keep signs, consider replacement.

Parking lot/s: There is (1) parking lot; Located at the Old Power Plant
Loop trail parking area

3. Two (2) “Arrow signs” at the northeast side of the bridge.
Recommendation: Keep signs, consider replacement.

Permitted trail use: All trail uses are allowed, see page 13.

Existing soils: Urban land Haverdad complex, Nesda fine sandy
loam, Urban land Vonalee-Taluce complex
Surrounding topography: nearly level—grades 2% or less
Adjacent or intersecting streams: Clear Creek

Turkey Lane Access
Classification: Road Connector
Year created: 1959
Width: 40 ft right-of-way
Length: 0.25 mile
Surface Material: gravel
Purpose: Provide access to the William J. Mentock Trail and City
property.
Inventory:
Sign/s: There is one (1) sign total.
A. Highway informational sign
1. William J. Mentock
Located on Highway 16 W
4 ft X 2 ft, wooden sign on a wooden post; 2-sided
States that Clear Creek Trail is ¼ mile.
The sign meets WYDOT standards
Recommendation: Replace.

Permitted trail use: All trail uses are allowed, see page 13.

Highway 16 Bike Path
Classification: Primary Hard Surface
Year created: 1985
Width: 10 ft
Length: 2.66 miles
Surface Material: asphalt
ADA compatible
Purpose: This was a Wyoming Department of Transportation project
and is maintained by WYDOT.
Inventory:
Sign/s:
A. WYDOT Informational sign:
1. “Highway 16 Bike Path”
B. WYDOT Regulatory sign:
2. “No Motorized Vehicles”
C. Distance Markers:
3. Located every 1/10th mile; maintained by the Buffalo Trails
Board.

Dog waste station/s: There currently are no dog waste stations.
Recommendation: Add a station at the Turkey Lane parking area.
Easement/s: There is a 1959 permanent easement agreement and
right of way which lists six (6) parties including the City of Buffalo.
Existing vegetation: Mixed-grass prairie, Forest-dominated riparian
Existing soils: Featherlegs-Moskee complex, Nesda fine sandy loam
Surrounding topography: nearly level—grades 2% or less

Bench/es: There are six (6) benches maintained by the Lions Club.

Permitted trail use: All trail uses are allowed, see page 13.
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F. Informational signs:
1. “Area D” sign
Located 1.15 miles up the trail
Recommendation: This sign could be removed.

William J. Mentock
Classification: Unsurfaced
Year created: 1989
Width: 3-6 ft
Length: 3.5 miles
Surface Material: Unsurfaced/Natural
Purpose: Provide an unsurfaced trail on City property to the Mosier
Gulch Picnic Area.
Inventory:

2. “Old Power Plant” sign
Located 1.17 miles up the trail
Recommendation: The sign needs to be replaced.
3. “Area D” sign
Located 1.2 miles up the trail
Recommendation: This sign could be removed if a new trailhead Sign/Kiosk is
placed. Coordinate with Game and Fish to replace with a G/F bow-hunting sign.

Sign/s: There are sixteen (16) signs total.
A. Trailhead Information Sign/Kiosk
1. “Area D” sign
Recommendation: Replace with a new Trailhead Sign/Kiosk.
B. Informational sign:
1. Sign at the Turkey Lane parking lot
(Labeled Clear Creek Trail)
Recommendation: Replace and add to Trailhead Sign/Kiosk.

Bench/es: There is one (1) bench total.
A. Log Bench
Located 1.8 miles up the trail; donated by Paradise Guest
Ranch
Parking lot/s: There are five (5) parking lots total.
A. Turkey Lane parking area; 6-car-spaces
Recommendation: The parking lot should be fenced off to keep horseback riders off
of the trail.
B. Highway 16 West, Old Power Plant Loop trailhead parking area; 6
spaces
C. Highway 16 West, Cold Springs Access trailhead parking area; 5
spaces
D. Highway 16 West, McNeese Access trailhead parking area; 10
spaces
E. Mosier Gulch Picnic Area; 12 spaces

C. Distance marker signs:
1. There are a total of eight (8) distance markers; located every 0.5
miles (0.0- 3.5)
Recommendation: Need to be replaced.
D. Informational sign:
1. William J. Mentock sign
Recommendation: Incorporate on a new Trailhead Sign/Kiosk.
E. Directional signs:
1. There are two (2) “Arrow signs” on wooden post
Located 0.25 miles up the trail
Recommendation: The signs should be replaced.

Culvert/s: There is one (1) culvert total.
A. Located 1.25 miles up the trail
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2’ x 8’, steel culvert
Permitted trail use: All trail uses are allowed, see page 13.
Bridges: There are four (4) bridges total.
A. Wooden timber bridge
0.35 miles up the trail
3’ x 8’
B. Wooden timber bridge
1.9 miles up the trail
Along the McNeese irrigation ditch
3’ x 12’ long
C. Wooden timber bridge
2.75 miles up the trail
3’ x 8’
Across Cold Springs
D. BLM/City bridge
3.4 miles up the trail
4’ x 16’
Over Mosier Gulch Creek

The last 950 feet of this trail is on land administered by the Bureau of
Land Management.

Old Power Plant Loop Trail
Classification: Unsurfaced
Year created: 2006
Width: 8 ft
Length: 0.54 mile
Surface Material: gravel
Purpose: Provide access to the Old Power Plant building and the
William J. Mentock Trail.
Inventory:
Sign/s: There are six (6) signs total.
A. Distance marker signs: There are four (4) total
1. Located at 0.0; 2.7; Intersection of William J Mentock and Old
Power Plant Loop Trail; Indicating 0.96 distance to the Mentock
Trail; Indicating 0.34 distance to the Old Power Plant Loop Trail
Recommendation: A new sign, keep.

Emergency Access road/s: There are six (6) emergency access points
total.
A. Turkey Lane
B. East of Water tank
C. Old Power Plant Lane
D. An access road below the McNeese access
E. Cold Springs access
F. Mosier Gulch Picnic Area

B. Informational sign:
1. “Sign to Highway 16 West Parking Area”
Recommendation: Replace.
C. Directional change indicator sign:
1. “East-West Arrow sign”
Located on a ponderosa tree on the south side of the William
J. Mentock trail
Recommendation: Replace with a destination sign

Historic feature/s: Old Power Plant Building
Existing vegetation: Forest-dominated prairie, Ponderosa pine
Existing soils: Nesda fine sandy loam, Nesda-Dalecreek complex,
Cloud-peak Dullknife complex
Surrounding topography: moderate— grades of 5% or more
Adjacent or intersecting streams: Clear Creek
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Bench/es: There are two (2) benches at the picnic area off Highway
16 West.
Recommendation: Place a bench at the Aspen grove, Trail Board project.

Year created: 1996
Width: 4-5 ft
Length: 435 ft
Surface Material: gravel/natural
Purpose: Provide access to the William J. Mentock Trail.
Inventory:
Sign/s: Currently there are no signs.
Recommendation: A new Trailhead Sign/Kiosk to be located at the Parking Area
on Hwy 16. Include on the sign distance to the William J. Mentock trail
Recommendation: A new directional sign to identify trail exit.

Garbage can/s: There is one (1) garbage can off Highway 16 West.
Picnic table/s: There is a picnic area: weeding is controlled by the
Buffalo Trails Board. The Buffalo Tree Board waters the three (3)
trees.
Parking lot/s: There is one (1) parking lot on Highway 16; located at
Old Power Plant Loop Trailhead

Parking lot/s: There is one (1) parking lot off of Highway 16; Located
at the McNeese Access Trailhead.
Culvert/s/Waterbar/s: There are four (4) water bars.
Emergency Access: Highway 16 West McNeese access
Gates/barriers/fence/s: None
Recommendation: An animal control structure needs to be installed. There is a gap
in the Highway 16 fence that allows horses as well as people access
Existing vegetation: Ponderosa pine
Existing soils: Nesda-Dalecreek complex, Cloud Peak-Dullknife
complex
Surrounding topography: gently sloping—grades 4-5 or less
Adjacent or intersecting streams: Clear Creek

Bridge/s: There are two (2) bridges total.
A. Timber bridge
Located 0.23 miles up the trail
10’ x 44’’
B. Timber bridge
Located at 0.32 miles
12’ x 4.5’
Emergency Access: Old Power Plant Lane
Gates/barriers/fence/s: There is a V-gate
Installed through a picnic area pole fence
Existing vegetation: Forest-dominated riparian
Existing soils: Nesda-Dalecreek complex, Featherlegs-Moskee
complex
Surrounding topography: nearly level—grades 2% or less

Permitted trail use: All trail uses are allowed, see page 13.

Cold Springs Access
Parking Area only at this time; a 400-500 foot trail planned.

Permitted trail use: All trail uses are allowed, see page 13.

Mosier Gulch Picnic Area:

McNeese Access

Year Created: 1987
Surface Material: gravel

Classification: Unsurfaced
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ADA compatible
Purpose: In 1987, a picnic area was developed on BLM-administered
public lands in Mosier Gulch, which lies west of Buffalo along U.S.
Highway 16 at the foot of the Big Horn Mountains. A Memorandum
of Understanding between the Bureau of Land Management, the City
of Buffalo and Johnson County was entered into. The objective of the
Memorandum of Understanding is to jointly develop and manage
recreational facilities on lands administered by all three agencies in the
greater Mosier Gulch area.
Inventory:
Sign/s: There are two (2) signs total.
A. Trailhead Informational Sign
1. Map sign
Recommendation: Needs to be replaced with a new Trailhead Sign/Kiosk
2. William J Mentock sign
Recommendation: Incorporate this sign into a new Trailhead Sign/Kiosk.

Eva Knepper Trail:
Classification: Secondary Soft Surface
Year Created: 2006
Width: 6 ft
Length: 0.62 miles
Commanche Trailhead: 0.04 miles
Delaware Trailhead: 0.12 miles
Cemetery Trailhead: 0.28 miles
Surface Material: reject sand
Purpose: George Knepper donated the land to the city for the park in
1994 in honor of his mother, Eva Mae Kaltenbach Knepper. Work on
the park and its trail began in 2004 and was completed in 2006. This
collaborative effort involved the City of Buffalo; Johnson County Weed
and Pest; USDA Forest Service; USDA National Resources
Conservation District; Hepp Construction; Shawn Welsh Construction;
the Cemetery District; Lake DeSmet Conservation District; George
Knepper; Town and Country Garden Club; the adjacent landowner and
volunteers.)
Inventory:

Garbage cans: There are two (2) garbage cans maintained by the
BLM.
Picnic table/s: There are four picnic tables maintained by the BLM.
Parking lot/s: There is a parking lot off of Hwy 16.
Bridge/s: There is one (1) wooden bridge.
Emergency Access: Mosier Gulch Picnic Area
Other:
A. Outhouse: There is one (1) outhouse.
B. Water pump: There is a water pump.
C. Guest register box: There is a guest register box.
Existing vegetation: Ponderosa pine
Existing soils: Nesda-Dalecreek complex
Surrounding topography: mountainous
Adjacent or intersecting streams: Clear Creek

Sign/s: There is one (1) sign.
A. Currently there is not a Trailhead Sign/Kiosk.
Recommendation: A new Trailhead Sign/Kiosk to be placed at Commanche
Trailhead that includes a map of Eva Knepper Park/trail and distances. (A
Friend of Klondike project)
B. Informational sign:
1. Eva Knepper commemorative plaque
C. Destination signs:
Recommendation: A destination sign to be placed at the Delaware Trailhead. (A
Friend of Klondike project)

Permitted trail use: All trail uses are allowed, see page 13.
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Recommendation: A destination sign to be placed at the Cemetery Road Trailhead.
(A Friend of Klondike project)

Parking lot/s: There is a ten (10) space parking lot at E. Euskaldun
Kalea.

Bench/es: Currently there are no benches.
Recommendation: Identify a location for a bench.
Parking lot/s: Recommendation: encourage parking along Fullerton Road.
Culverts: Recommendation: Add two (2) culverts.
Bridge/s: There are four (4) bridges.
Existing soils: Recluse clay loam, dry
Surrounding topography: moderate-steep/steep; grades are 25% or
more in sections
Adjacent or intersecting streams: Cemetery Creek

Culvert/s: There are four (4) culverts total.
A. Culvert A: at the Shiloh fence
18” x 25’, steel culvert
B. Culvert B: at the parking lot
18” x 24’, steel culvert
C. Culvert C: near the fork in the trail
18” x 25’, steel culvert
D. Culvert D: between the fork in the trail and the main trail
24” x 30’, steel culvert

Permitted trail use: All trail uses are allowed, see page 13.

Dog waste station/s: There currently are no dog waste stations.
Recommendation: Add a dog waste station at Harmony Lane.

Shiloh Trail

Gates/barriers/fence/s: Recommendation: Add a fence at the new parking
lot.
Existing vegetation: Forest-dominated riparian
Existing soils: Zigweid-Kishona loams, Haverdad-Kishona loams,
Featherlegs-Moskee complex
Surrounding topography: nearly level—grades 2% or less

Classification: Primary Soft Surface
Year created: 2008
Width: 12 ft
Length: 0.58 miles
Surface Material: reject Sand
ADA compatible
Purpose: Provide access from Euskaldun Kalea Street to Shiloh
subdivision and the Greenbelt.
Inventory:

Permitted trail use: All trail uses are allowed, see page 13.

Mountain Plains Heritage Park Trails

Sign/s: There currently are no signs.
Recommendation: Add a new Trailhead Sign/Kiosk at the parking lot.

Classification: Unsurfaced
Year Created: 1993
Width: 8-15 ft
Length: 1.55 miles
Surface Material: Unsurfaced/Natural
ADA—no although some portions are ADA

Recommendation: Add a new directional sign (arrow) at the wooden walkway in
the Shiloh Subdivision that identifies the Greenbelt trail.
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Purpose: Mountain Plains Heritage Park is a complex which includes
the Wetlands/Wildlife Habitat, the Prairie Habitat, the Common Area,
the Mountain Plains Heritage Trails, and the Interpretive Center.
Inventory:

Weed Inventory:

Sign/s: There are thirteen (13) interpretive signs and five (5)
directional/informational signs.
Bench/es: There are five (5) (1 with shelter) and two (2) more planned
for the summer of 2008.
Parking lot/s: There is a parking lot off Stockyard Road.
Culvert/s: There are two (2) culverts.
Dog waste station/s:
Bridge/s: There is one (1) pedestrian bridge.
Emergency Access road/s: Stockyard Road
Bird nesting box/es: There are five (5) bird nesting boxes.
Historic feature/s: There are three (3) historic features: Homesteader
Cabin, Bozeman Trail and Wyoming Railway
Wildlife: Pond and nature trail through trees to Clear Creek

Trail users contribute very little to spreading noxious weeds with the
exception of hounds tongue. Johnson County Weed and Pest
recommends trail users not pick any flowers that they do not know,
especially spotted knapweed.

The following weeds have been identified on the Clear Creek Trail
System.

Johnson County Weed and Pest has an annual program that sprays
portions of the Clear Creek Trail System.
It is recommended that the Buffalo Trails Board and Johnson County
Weed and Pest communicate and cooperate to monitor the area.

Gates/barriers/fence/s: The Park is fenced, with two (2) automobile
gates, two (2) pedestrian gates, and one (1) cattle guard. Parking lots
are fenced separately.
Existing soils: Hiland-Bowbac fine sandy loams
Surrounding topography:
Adjacent or intersecting streams: There are three (3) streams—
Clear Creek and Cemetery Creek through the park and Bull Creek
adjacent.
Other: Flagpole, windmill, life-sized Buffalo

Sweet clover

Rosinweed/Curly cup gum weed

Permitted trail use: All trail uses are allowed, see page 13.
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Wild Licorice (noxious)
Hounds tongue (noxious)

Sand burr
Musk thistle (noxious)

Stinging Nettle
Leafy spurge
Golden pea (flower)

Spotted knap weed

Canada thistle

Scotch thistle
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Chapter Six
Trail Maintenance
6.0

Trail Maintenance

I. Buffalo Trails Board
The Buffalo Trails Board is currently responsible for maintenance on the Clear Creek Trail System (CCTS). This responsibility includes
maintaining the Master Trails Plan; line-trimming along the trailheads and improvements; maintaining dog waste stations; controlling litter;
maintaining the trail parking areas; maintaining the William J. Mentock trail; spraying weeds; trimming trees and brush along the trails; and
overseeing the City trail and sign approval process. A complete list of Buffalo Trails Board responsibilities can be found on Tables 5-8, pg
52.
II. City of Buffalo
The Clear Creek Trail System is currently entirely on property owned by the City of Buffalo, with the exception of Mosier Gulch Picnic
Area.
The City of Buffalo Parks Department is responsible for mowing along the following trails: Centennial Trail, West Fetterman Street
Access, Washington Park, the Greenbelt, Upper Clear Creek Access, and Shiloh Trail; emptying garbage cans; and snow removal on urban
trails.
The City of Buffalo Public Works Department provides reject sand material for soft surface trails; as well as asphalt and culvert
maintenance. A complete list of City of Buffalo responsibilities can be found on Tables 5-8, pg 52.
III. Friends Groups
Friends of Trails Groups are integral and new to the Clear Creek Trail System and help share the responsibility of trail maintenance on new
trails. Two groups have formed locally in recent years: Friends of Eva Knepper and Friends of Klondike. A complete list of Friends
Group responsibilities can be found on Tables 5-8, pg 52.
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IV. Trail Watch Program
Trail Watch is a neighborhood watch program for the trail system. Local contact phone numbers will be provided on trail signage for trail
users and neighbors.

Buffalo Trails Board Trail Maintenance Plan
Often times the Buffalo Trails Board organizes Trail Work days to accomplish large projects and the City encourages community
involvement. Additional Trail projects may require additional Trail Work days.
All trail maintenance requires Buffalo Trails Board and/or City of Buffalo approval.
Unauthorized maintenance on the Clear Creek Trail System/city property can often negatively impact the trail and can create safety issues
for trail users. For these reasons and others, unauthorized trail maintenance is not allowed.
Monthly:
• Fill dog waste stations/empty receptacles
• Litter control on all trails
• Report downed trees
Early spring:
• Collect loose garbage/Major litter control on all trails
• Trim trees and Brush: All Trails
• Empty nine (9) bird houses and record use
• Line trim: Centennial Trail, Greenbelt, Upper Clear Creek Access, Veteran’s Home Pasture, Turkey Lane Access, William J. Mentock
Trail, Old Power Plant Loop Trail, McNeese Access, Cold Springs Access, Mosier Gulch Picnic Area, and Shiloh Trail
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•

Line trim and maintain trail parking areas: Upper Clear Creek Access parking area; Turkey Lane parking area; Highway 16 parking
areas; Euskaldun Kalea parking area

Spring:
• Fertilize Evergreen trees on the Centennial Trail
• Inventory and maintain signs on all trails
• Inventory and maintain improvements (benches, bridges, fences, gates, etc)
• Paint hoof-prints on sidewalks or streets
• Inspect and tighten bolts on all improvements
• Line trim Old Power Plant Loop Trail: (until 2010)
• Fill out requests to Public Works for sand maintenance for soft surface trails
Summer:
• Spray weeds: Mentock, Centennial and coordinate with County Weed and Pest
• Repair trail erosion on Greenbelt
• Repair trail/soil erosion on Veteran’s Home Pasture
• Line trim: Centennial Trail, Greenbelt, Upper Clear Creek Access, Veteran’s Home Pasture, Turkey Lane Access, Old Power Plant
Loop Trail, McNeese Access, Cold Springs Access, Mosier Gulch Picnic Area, and Shiloh Trail
• Repair erosion on William J. Mentock Trail
• Line trim Old Power Plant Loop Trail: (until 2010)
Late Summer:
• Line trim: Centennial Trail, Greenbelt, Upper Clear Creek Access, Veteran’s Home Pasture, Veteran’s Lane, Turkey Lane Access,
William J. Mentock Trail, Old Power Plant Loop Trail, McNeese Access, Cold Springs Access, Mosier Gulch Picnic Area, and Shiloh
Trail
Fall:
• Collect loose garbage/Major litter control on all trails
• Trim trees and Brush: All Trail
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Table 5. Maintenance Duties

2

Trail Name
Centennial Trail
Trail Street
Main Street
West Fetterman Street Access
Washington Park Trail (North)
Washington Park Trail
Klondike Hill
Greenbelt
Upper Clear Creek Access
Veteran's Home Pasture
Veteran's Lane
Highway 16 Bike Path
Turkey Lane Access
William J. Mentock Trail
Old Power Plant Loop Trail
McNeese Access
Cold Springs Access
Mosier Gulch Picnic Area
Eva Knepper Trail
2

Garbage Cans
2

1

4
1
1

1

2

Litter Control
Spring/Fall
Spring/Fall
Spring/Fall
Spring/Fall
Spring/Fall
Spring/Fall
Spring/Fall
Spring/Fall
Spring/Fall
Spring/Fall
Spring/Fall
Spring/Fall
Spring/Fall
Spring/Fall
Spring/Fall
Spring/Fall
Spring/Fall
Spring/Fall
Spring/Fall

Key
CITY OF BUFFALO/PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
BUFFALO TRAILS BOARD
VETERAN'S HOME OF WYOMING
WYDOT
BLM
FRIENDS OF EVA KNEPPER
MOUNTAIN PLAINS HERITAGE PARK
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Mow along trailheads/trails
CITY OF BUFFALO/PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT

CITY OF BUFFALO/PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
CITY OF BUFFALO/PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
CITY OF BUFFALO/PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
CITY OF BUFFALO/PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
CITY OF BUFFALO/PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
VETERANS HOME OF WYOMING
VETERANS HOME OF WYOMING
WYDOT
BUFFALO TRAILS BOARD
BUFFALO TRAILS BOARD
BUFFALO TRAILS BOARD
BUFFALO TRAILS BOARD
BUFFALO TRAILS BOARD
BLM
FRIENDS OF EVA KNEPPER

Spring/Fall
Spring/Fall

Shiloh Trail
Mountain Plains Heritage Park Trails

CITY OF BUFFALO/PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
MOUNTAIN PLAINS HERITAGE PARK

Table 6. Maintenance Duties 3
Mow along improvements
Centennial Trail

BUFFALO TRAILS BOARD

Spray for weeds
Willow sprouts,
Indian Tobacco

Trail Street
Main Street

Washington Park Trail
Klondike Hill

CITY OF BUFFALO/PUBLIC
WORKS DEPARTMENT
CITY OF BUFFALO/PUBLIC
WORKS DEPARTMENT

Greenbelt

BUFFALO TRAILS BOARD

Upper Clear Creek Access
Veteran's Home Pasture

BUFFALO TRAILS BOARD
BUFFALO TRAILS BOARD
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Evergreen trees

Snow Removal
CITY OF BUFFALO/PUBLIC
WORKS DEPARTMENT
CITY OF BUFFALO/PUBLIC
WORKS DEPARTMENT
CITY OF BUFFALO/PUBLIC
WORKS DEPARTMENT
CITY OF BUFFALO/PUBLIC
WORKS DEPARTMENT
CITY OF BUFFALO/PUBLIC
WORKS DEPARTMENT

West Fetterman Street Access
Washington Park Trail (North)

Fertilize

CITY OF BUFFALO/PUBLIC
WORKS DEPARTMENT
CITY OF BUFFALO/PUBLIC
WORKS DEPARTMENT
VETERANS HOME OF

Key
CITY OF BUFFALO/PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
BUFFALO TRAILS BOARD
VETERAN'S HOME OF WYOMING
WYDOT
BLM
FRIENDS OF EVA KNEPPER
MOUNTAIN PLAINS HERITAGE PARK
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Trim
Trees/Brush
Spring/Fall
Spring/Fall
Spring/Fall
Spring/Fall
Spring/Fall
Spring/Fall
Spring/Fall
Spring/Fall
Spring/Fall
Spring/Fall

WYOMING
Veteran's Lane
BUFFALO TRAILS BOARD
Highway 16 Bike Path
WYDOT
Turkey Lane Access
BUFFALO TRAILS BOARD
William J. Mentock Trail
BUFFALO TRAILS BOARD
Poison Ivy
Old Power Plant Loop Trail
BUFFALO TRAILS BOARD
McNeese Access
BUFFALO TRAILS BOARD
Cold Springs Access
BUFFALO TRAILS BOARD
Mosier Gulch Picnic Area
BUFFALO TRAILS BOARD
Eva Knepper Trail
FRIENDS OF EVA KNEPPER
Shiloh Trail
BUFFALO TRAILS BOARD
Mountain Plains Heritage Park Trails MTN PLAINS HERITAGE PARK

Table 7. Maintenance Duties 4
Trail Name
Centennial Trail
Trail Street
Main Street
West Fetterman Street Access
Washington Park Trail (North)
Washington Park Trail
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Maintain Signs
BUFFALO TRAILS BOARD
BUFFALO TRAILS BOARD
BUFFALO TRAILS BOARD
BUFFALO TRAILS BOARD
BUFFALO TRAILS BOARD
BUFFALO TRAILS BOARD

Maintain Improvements
6 benches, 2 picnic tables, dog waste station, bridges, 13 lights

1 bench, 4 lights
1 bench, 8 lights

Key
CITY OF BUFFALO/PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
BUFFALO TRAILS BOARD
VETERAN'S HOME OF WYOMING
WYDOT
BLM
FRIENDS OF EVA KNEPPER
MOUNTAIN PLAINS HERITAGE PARK
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Spring/Fall
Spring/Fall
Spring/Fall
Spring/Fall
Spring/Fall
Spring/Fall
Spring/Fall
Spring/Fall
Spring/Fall
Spring/Fall
Spring/Fall

Klondike Hill
Greenbelt
Upper Clear Creek Access
Veteran's Home Pasture
Veteran's Lane
Highway 16 Bike Path
Turkey Lane Access
William J. Mentock Trail
Old Power Plant Loop Trail
McNeese Access
Cold Springs Access
Mosier Gulch Picnic Area
Eva Knepper Trail
Shiloh Trail

BUFFALO TRAILS BOARD
BUFFALO TRAILS BOARD
BUFFALO TRAILS BOARD
BUFFALO TRAILS BOARD
BUFFALO TRAILS BOARD
BUFFALO TRAILS BOARD
BUFFALO TRAILS BOARD
BUFFALO TRAILS BOARD
BUFFALO TRAILS BOARD
BUFFALO TRAILS BOARD
BUFFALO TRAILS BOARD
BUFFALO TRAILS BOARD
FRIENDS EVA KNEPPER
BUFFALO TRAILS BOARD

Mount Plains Heritage Park Trails

MTN PLAINS HERITAGE PARK

9 benches, dog waste station, 9 bird nesting boxes, 5 exercise stations, fence, viewing stand
2 benches, elevated walkway
2 benches, bridge, v-gate

easement
1 bench, 4 bridges, access road
3 benches, picnic area, 2 bridges, v-gate, aspen grove
animal control structure
picnic tables, bridge, outhouse, water pump, guest register box
TBD, 5 bridges
dog waste station, fence
7 benches, 1 bridge, access road, 5 bird nesting boxes, gates, fences, cattle guard

Table 8. Maintenance Duties 5
Trail Name
Centennial Trail
Trail Street
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Maintain Trail Asphalt

Maintain Trail Parking Area

CITY OF BUFFALO/PUBLIC
WORKS

Maintain Culvert/s
ONE (1)

Trail Street Parking Area

Key
CITY OF BUFFALO/PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
BUFFALO TRAILS BOARD
VETERAN'S HOME OF WYOMING
WYDOT
BLM
FRIENDS OF EVA KNEPPER
MOUNTAIN PLAINS HERITAGE PARK
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Maintain Waterbar/s

Main Street
West Fetterman Street Access
Washington Park Trail (North)
Washington Park Trail
Klondike Hill
Greenbelt6
Upper Clear Creek Access
Veteran's Home Pasture
Veteran's Lane
Highway 16 Bike Path
Turkey Lane Access
William J. Mentock Trail
Old Power Plant Loop Trail
McNeese Access
Cold Springs Access
Mosier Gulch Picnic Area
Eva Knepper Trail
Shiloh Trail
Mountain Plains Heritage Park Trails
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CITY OF BUFFALO/PUBLIC
WORKS
CITY OF BUFFALO/PUBLIC
WORKS
CITY OF BUFFALO/PUBLIC
WORKS
Klondike Drive, Cedar Street
Upper Clear Creek Road

Turkey Lane
Highway 16 W
Highway 16 W
Highway 16 W
Fullerton Avenue
Euskaldun Kalea
Stockyard Road

Key
CITY OF BUFFALO/PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
BUFFALO TRAILS BOARD
VETERAN'S HOME OF WYOMING
WYDOT
BLM
FRIENDS OF EVA KNEPPER
MOUNTAIN PLAINS HERITAGE PARK
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TWELVE (12)

ONE (1)
FOUR (4)

TO BE DETERMINED
FOUR (4
TWO (2)
)

Chapter Seven
City of Buffalo New Trail
Approval Process
7.0

City of Buffalo New Trail Approval Process

The following flowchart applies to all new trails applying for inclusion in the Clear Creek Trail System, including those
entering the Clear Creek Trail System as a result of annexation or subdivision.
City of Buffalo New Trail Approval Process
Any proposed construction on existing trails requires a Trail Board recommendation and City Council approval.
New trail proposals require a letter of support from the trail jurisdiction if the city or county is not the sponsoring entity.
Landowners within 300 feet of new trail construction will be required to be contacted by the trail sponsor.
All trails in the Clear Creek Trail System must be on a City or County easement.
Optional: Pre-application meeting with Buffalo Trails Board at a regularly scheduled meeting (Prior to development and construction)
Optional: Trail Documentation meeting, if applicable, with the Buffalo Trails Board at a regularly scheduled meeting
Optional: Trail Design meeting with the Buffalo Trails Board and the City Planning Department at a regularly scheduled meeting
Optional: Schedule sight-visits with the Buffalo Trails Board during trail construction
Submit City of Buffalo Trail Approval Application to the City Planning Department (see Appendix G)
Buffalo Trails Board Recommendation
Planning Commission Recommendation
City Council
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Chapter Eight
Trail Improvement and
Trail Extension
Recommendations
8.0 Trail Improvement and Trail Extension Recommendations
Trail Improvement Recommendations
A. Sign/s

4. Directional sign to identify McNeese trail exit
5. Sign on Hwy 16 pointing to Veteran’s Home Pasture
6. New Sign on Hwy 16: William J. Mentock Trail or Continuation of Clear
Creek Trail System
7. Stay Right on Turkey Lane for walkers and bikers
8. Directional Signs on Trail Street: pointing to Main Street and Centennial Trail
9. Add private property signs at end of Veteran’s Home Pasture
10. Address new paintball regulation with a metal sign
11. Add etiquette signage, caution to bikers to use appropriate speed on the
William J. Mentock trail

1. Recommendation: Replace distance markers; Use existing posts and use brown sign
board rather than 2 inch lumber. Also, add distance markers at intersections and points
of interest.
2. Recommendation: Add new Trailhead kiosks:
1. William J. Mentock (Turkey Lane parking area) trailhead
2. Upper Clear Creek Road access trailhead
3. Eva Knepper Commanche access trailhead
4. Shiloh trailhead
5. Veteran’s Home Pasture (East access) trailhead
6. Veteran’s Home Pasture (West access) trailhead
7. William J. Mentock (Mosier Gulch Picnic Area) trailhead
8. Main Street trailhead on bridge—Central trailhead kiosk
9. Greenbelt (Klondike access) trailhead
10. McNeese trailhead (Highway 16) trailhead (smaller version)
11. Greenbelt (Cedar access) trailhead
12. Centennial trail (Bypass Road) trailhead
13. Centennial trail (Lobban) trailhead
14. Washington Park trailhead
15. Mountain Plains Heritage Park trailhead

4. Recommendation: Historic Interpretative Signs
1. Centennial Trail
Recommendation: Keep current signs and replace as a unit at a later date.
Include historic photos and drawings on future signs.
5. Recommend Pedestrian Crossing Signs: (Address in Safe Routes to School Plan)
1. South Bypass Highway on Centennial Trail
2. Lobban Street
3. Main Street at Fetterman
4. Burritt Street
5. Klondike Street
6. Cedar Street at Fort Street and Fetterman Street

3.. Recommendation: Add Informational signs:
1. At intersection of Fetterman and Main (Small sign)
2. Sign to Highway 16 E Parking Area (on Old Power Plant Loop Trail)
3. Directional Sign at Shiloh easement walkway (Funded with Project money)

B.
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Benches
Recommendation: The Buffalo Trails Board prefers the use of Composite material
to wood.

1. Recommendation: Place a bench at the Aspen grove on the Old Power
Plant Loop Trail, Buffalo Trails Board project
2. Recommendation: Identify a location for bench placement on the Eva
Knepper Trail.
3. Recommendation: Place a bench at the Shiloh Pond, Buffalo Trails Board
project

Improve Washington Park Trail North Spur—designed ADA
Improve Centennial Trail—designed ADA
I.

Lights
Recommendation: Consult with Rocky Mountain Power to improve power
lines on Centennial Trail.

C.

J.

Restrooms
Recommendation: Lend support for a public restroom downtown.
Recommendation: Work with City Parks department: restroom in
Washington Park.

D. Picnic Tables
Recommendation: None at this time.

K.

Old Power Plant Building
Recommendations:
1. Consult with a structural engineer to determine how to best stabilize the
structure, possibly remove the roof
2. Clean the site
3. Install a motion-heat activated, hidden camera
4. Install a new sign; possible project for a volunteer Historic Preservation
group
5. Address new paintball regulation with a metal sign

L.

Access points
Recommendation: Create the Cold Springs Access

Garbage Cans
Recommendation: Place a garbage can at the Bridge/South side of Upper
Clear Creek Access on a trial basis.

E.

Parking Lots
Recommendation: Maintain Turkey Lane Parking Lot at 6 spaces; add hours
of operation and encourage use of parking lots on Highway 16. Prohibit on-street
parking.
Recommendation: Continue to research parking lot on the Bypass for use of
Centennial Trail; contact property owner and County for a right of way. WYDOT
project is slated for October 2008----potential for working with contractor for
donated labor on new parking area and trail.
F.

G.

Culverts
Recommendation: Add two (2) culverts at (0.1 and 0.3 mile markers) on the
Greenbelt (Cedar Access)
Recommendation: Add two (2) culverts: Eva Knepper Trail

M. Gates, barriers, fences
Recommendations:
1. Add an animal control structure on the William J. Mentock Trail, at 2.6
miles.
2. Add an animal control structure at the McNeese Access.
3. Add a fence at the Shiloh Trail new parking lot.

Dog Waste Stations
Recommendation: Add a station on Lobban Avenue.
Recommendation: Add a station at Harmony Lane.
Recommendation: Add a station at Upper Clear Creek Access
Recommendation: Add a station at Mtn. Plains Heritage Park parking lot
Recommendation: Add a station at Mosier Gulch Picnic Area
Recommendation: Add a station at Turkey Lane parking area

N. Surface type recommendation:
Recommendation: Replace broken asphalt with concrete or new asphalt on
the Centennial Trail through town to the Greenbelt.

H. ADA accessible improvements
Recommendations:
Schedule a field visit to verify ADA accessibility from Centennial Trail to the Greenbelt
Convert Curb at Western Avenue (West Fetterman Street Access) to ADA

P. Eva Knepper Trail:
Recommendations:
1. Level the bridge and place a handrail; currently there is a 17% drop in grade.
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2. Consult with the County and improve the trail access at Cemetery Road, may
require fill.
3. At the bridge fix the exposed mat—requires: trail widening, level trail, insert a
retaining wall, and gravel/sand.
4. Fix slide slope, re- sand and add a crown.
5. Place a handrail at Commanche trailhead or re-design, needs a level
exit/entrance access point.
6. Place a handrail at Delaware trailhead or re-design, needs a level exit/entrance
access point.
7. Add gravel on berm of irrigation ditch this will prevent erosion and identify
trail.
8. Consult with the ditch company: fix current trash grate on culvert or consider
adding a railing.
10. Add two (2) culverts.
11. Recommended signage:
1. A new destination sign to be placed at the Delaware trailhead, designate
Fullerton as official parking area.
2. A new destination sign to be placed at Cemetery Road.
3. A new Trailhead kiosk at Commanche trailhead.
Eva Knepper Recommendation: Work towards creating a sustainable and
safe trail.

Q. Other Improvements:
1. Plant shade trees for the two benches at the Cedar Street duck pond, work with
Tree Board (consult with Lake DeSmet Conservation District for donation of trees.
2. Build a bridge and expand loop trail over the pond overflow at Cedar Street
duck pond
3. Work with City Parks Department to move “Cobra light” at southeast side of
Steel Pony Truss Bridge to the southwest corner
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Trail Extension Recommendations:
This Plan acknowledges that growth at any rate is inevitable. Any new growth will be in full cooperation with federal and state entities and
private individuals. The following are extensions that have been presented to the Buffalo Trails Board, proposed in the 2007 Buffalo
Comprehensive Plan or identified by the Buffalo Trails Board and Planning Department.
Short Range Trail Extensions (1-5 years)
I. Trail Extension from Centennial Trail to Hart Street along Lobban Avenue
Distance: 1,942 feet
Land Ownership Considerations: City Right of W ay and Private Property
Land Features: Urban
Future Opportunities/Collaboration: Buffalo Trails Board Project
Need for crosswalks: Railroad Avenue
II. Trail Extension north of Centennial Trail to Fort Street.
Distance: 1,820 feet
Land Ownership Considerations: City/County Property and Private Property
Land Features: Urban
Future Opportunities/Collaboration: Buffalo Trails Board, Local Businesses
Need for crosswalks: Railroad Avenue
III. Multiple Trail Extensions linking Eva Knepper Trail to County Roads.
Land Ownership Considerations: City Property, City/County Right of Way, Private Property
Land Features: Low Density Urban
Future Opportunities: State and Federal Grants; Collaboration between the Buffalo Trails Board and the Friends of Eva Knepper
Need for crosswalks: Cemetery Road
IV. Trail Extensions from Mountain Plains Heritage Park Trails to Highway 16 East
Distance: 0.5 miles
Land Ownership Considerations: City Property and Private Property
Land Features: Clear Creek and Urban
Future Opportunities: High possibility of future annexation into the City; Collaboration with Mountain Plains Heritage Park Board
Need for crosswalks: Depends on development
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V. South Bypass pathway
Distance: 1.32 miles
Land Ownership Considerations: County Right of Way
Land Features: Transportation Corridor
Future Opportunities: State and Federal Grants, City and County Collaboration
Need for crosswalks: Multiple depending on design
VI. Downtown Development Plan recommendations for Potential Trail Extensions
Refer to the Buffalo Downtown Plan, 2008.
There are multiple potential trail extensions proposed in the Buffalo Downtown Plan. The Buffalo Trails Board should collaborate with the
established Downtown Development Corporation in order to prioritize projects and identify potential funding sources.

Long Range Trail Extensions (10+ years)

I.. Tie Hack Extension.
Distance: approximately 12 miles
Land Ownership Considerations: Bureau of Land Management and United States Forest Service
Land Features: Forested Lands
Future Opportunities: Multi-entity collaboration
II. Greenbelt-Mentock extension options:
Distance: approximately 1 mile
Land Ownership Considerations: Private Property
Land Features: Greenbelt/Rural
Future Opportunities: Requires full support of property owners.
III. Upper Clear Creek to Klondike Road options.
Distance: approximately 0.4-0.5 miles
Land Ownership Considerations: State and Private Property
Land Features: Rural Residential
Future Opportunities: None Identified
Need for crosswalks: Upper Clear Creek Road and Klondike Road
IV. Pipeline trail extension
Distance: TBD
Land Ownership Considerations: City Easement and Private Property
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Land Features: Agricultural
Future Opportunities: High possibility of future annexation into the City
V. Trail Extension following French Creek Road
Distance: TBD
Land Ownership Considerations: County Right of W ay
Land Features: Transportation Corridor
Future Opportunities: County project with City collaboration
Need for crosswalks: To be determined.
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Chapter Nine
Pre-Development
Considerations
9.0 Pre-Development Considerations
STEP 1. DECIDE THE TRAIL'S PURPOSE
•
•

Different recreational and transportation activities may require different trail designs.
See Chapter 10, Trail Classifications.

STEP 2. INVENTORY THE PROPERTY
•
•
•

Examine the project area for natural and features that will enhance or detract from the trail user's experience. They can be used to
identify key places that the trail should connect and fragile areas that should be avoided or that will require extra care. Also, note
the location of existing roads and trails that might be incorporated into the trail design.
Topographic maps are a valuable resource for trail layout. Request maps with a scale of 1:24000 (1 inch = 2,000 feet).
Aerial photographs, another valuable tool, are available at the Buffalo’s Natural Resources Conservation Service office. They are
especially useful in locating existing roads, soil types, watercourses, and land uses.

STEP 3. DESIGN THE TRAIL
•
•
•

Determine the trail’s classification. Determine the trail pattern and approximate length, minimum width, maximum grade and
curve radius, sight distance and easement width; side slope; minimum vertical and horizontal clearance; cross slope and depth of
sub surface materials.
Vary trail patterns to fit the trail's purpose and the property's physical attributes.
See Chapter 10, Trail Guidelines.
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Figure 1. Trail Patterns vary to fit the recreational or transportation purpose and the property’s physical characteristics.

A. Rural Trail Considerations/Recreation-Oriented
Special consideration should be paid when designing trials for equestrian use. Contact the Wyoming Trails Advisory Council.
Exercise caution when designing trails for bicycling. The minimum turning radius must increase with the speed of the trail user. Try to
maintain a forward sight distance of 150 feet on bicycle trail curves. Avoid placing curves on downhill slopes or at the bases of hills. End
downhill runs with a straight section on level terrain that is at least as long as the slope or with a short rise in grade before entering a curve.
Provide wider curves with longer sight distances on heavily used trails with traffic flowing in both directions.
Trails for recreation typically provide a connection to natural spaces and provide a range of challenges and features for the trail user. These
trails typically connect to open spaces, national forests, state parks, and neighborhood parks. User groups may include mountain and road
cyclists; trail runners, joggers, hikers and walkers and possibly equestrians. Trail surfaces are generally soft-surface or unsurfaced.
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B. Urban Trail Considerations/Transportation-Oriented
Trails whose primary purpose is transportation are generally built as destination trails and primarily connect neighborhoods with one
another or other public facilities, which may include: schools, recreation centers, parks, town centers, shopping areas, libraries, etc. The
purpose is to allow a non-motorized user a corridor that limits interference with motor vehicle traffic and promotes non-motorized
alternatives for short local trips. User types may include cyclists, disabled users, walkers and people with strollers. Trail surfaces are
generally paved and sometimes compact soft surface.
“Since the passage of the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) has
adopted a strategy to integrate bicycling and walking into the nation’s transportation system. This strategy was clearly communicated to
state transportation agencies in Kenneth Wykle’s memorandum of February 28, 2000, and the accompanying U.S. DOT Policy Statement
on Integrating Bicycling and Walking into Transportation Infrastructure. This plan provides guidance on how WYDOT will address the
issue of accommodating non-motorized transportation.”
-Wyoming Bicycle & Pedestrian Transportation Plan 2002
Shared lanes, shoulder bikeways, bicycle lanes, and shared-use pathways are bicycle facilities recommended in the 2002 Wyoming Bicycle
and Pedestrian Transportation Plan.
Pathways/Trails adjacent to roadways and highways should be constructed at a 5 foot minimum distance from the road’s shoulder and a
minimum of 5 ½ foot minimum distance from variable parking.
C. Urban and Rural Trail Considerations
Soil types affect water drainage, erosion potential, and tread material. Use soil maps to identify the location of soil types in your area and
determine their suitability for different uses and structures. Soil maps are available at the Buffalo USDA Soil Conservation Service office.
However, this information should be supplemented with an on-site examination of the area. The Buffalo USDA Soil Conservation Service
can help you evaluate soils along the trail route and recommend protective measures.
Soil surface and subsurface color can be used to evaluate soil drainage. A uniform soil color (yellow, brown, red) usually indicates adequate
drainage. However, if the soil is gray or olive colored with some mottles (spotted with concentrations of red, yellow, brown, or bluish-gray
soil), drainage may be poor.
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Soil texture has a major influence on soil drainage and erodibility. Texture refers to the sizes of individual soil particles. Clay and silt are the
smallest particle sizes, and soils containing high amounts of these particles tend to be muddy when wet or cracked and dusty when dry.
They are susceptible to compaction and are highly erodible, especially on steep slopes. Likewise, soils composed mostly of sand, which has
particles are embedded in the soil. The best soils for trail use are loam soils that contain a mixture of sand, silt, and clay. the largest particle
sizes, are extremely unstable and should be avoided. Single-texture soils may be suitable for trail use if gravel-sized particles are embedded
in the soil. The best soils for trail use are loam soils that contain a mixture of sand, silt, and clay.
Handling Trail Obstacles
Along the trail route you may encounter an obstacle that requires special attention. Recognizing and protecting such areas during
construction will help reduce later maintenance costs and potential environmental damage. Some methods are relatively simple and
inexpensive; others can be extremely difficult and expensive. Carefully evaluate alternative trail routes and consult with the Buffalo Trails
Board.
SUBSURFACE DRAINAGE
With the soils in and around Buffalo water tends to pool on trails that are located on low-lying, level terrain. Raising the tread 3 to 6 inches
(or more) above the surrounding terrain will allow water to drain away, reduce maintenance costs, and ensure comfortable trail use. Use
gravel, flat stones, fabric mats, or corduroy to elevate the trail surface. A less expensive technique for moving water off the trail is center
crowning. Fill materials can be obtained from drainage channels or gutters cut on both sides of the trail to facilitate drainage.
Figure 2. Examples of Subsurface Drainage Techniques.
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SURFACE DRAINAGE
On steep slopes, poorly designed and constructed tread allow water to accumulate, gain downhill velocity, and erode the trail. Flowing
water must be diverted off the trail. Methods to control surface water include the use of outslope, armoring, crowning, swale crossings and
side swales and the installation of grade dips, waterbars, and culverts, see Chapter 6.
Figure 3. Culverts can be used to cross deep streams or ditches and to assist with proper drainage.
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Culverts can be used to cross deep streams or ditches (figure X). To prevent trail washout, always install culverts that are wide enough to
accommodate the greatest expected water flow. (Culverts generally are sized to accommodate the maximum water level of a 25- to 50-year
flood.) Align culverts with the channel to reduce bank erosion and debris accumulation. Some excavation may be necessary to obtain a firm
foundation in the waterway. Cover metal culverts with fill that is at least 1/2 the pipe diameter (1 foot minimum) in depth to prevent
puncture. On shallow ditches, rock or log culverts may be preferred because they blend in well with the natural trail appearance and can be
built from materials at the site. The local Soil and Water Conservation District can offer advisement on culvert size, location, design, and
installation.7
DAMAGE AND VANDALISM
Proper trail design methods can reduce damage. Select trail routes that avoid sensitive environments. Trail signs also can be used to
encourage compliance. However, it is important to avoid the use of negatively worded signs. Words such as "don't" not only challenge
vandals, but also identify potential targets. When space permits, explain the reasons for protecting the area. For example, "Prevent erosion,
please stay on trail."
The City realizes that a certain amount of vandalism, as well as accidental damage can often be expected on heavily used trails that are open
to the public. Damaged items, if not promptly removed or repaired, stimulate more damage. Vandalism tends to occur near a trail
entrance. The City relies on trail users to help monitor and report vandalism and/or inappropriate use. Trailhead kiosks will include
phone numbers of the local boards and agencies to contact to report vandalism.

7

Culvert installation needs to be coordinated with the City Public Works Department and the City Planning Department.
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I. Trail Design Objectives
The Clear Creek Trail System is set in both natural and urban environments. Therefore, safety and sustainability are of the highest priority.
By following the guidelines set forth in this manual and using current trails as an example, the Clear Creek Trail System can retain the
following important objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Safe public access
Sustainability
Quality construction and maintainability
Continuity and connectivity
Minimization of user conflicts
A variety of enjoyable experiences for various user types and skill levels
Effective signage
A fiscally responsible trail system

To ensure that these objectives are achieved, the City of Buffalo has adopted the following guidelines to be used during trail
construction. This information should provide developers, City staff, and trail volunteer and friends groups with the necessary
information for proper and sustainable trail construction.
II. Trail Design Guidelines
A. Sustainability
Trails that are considered sustainable require little rerouting and minimal maintenance over extended periods of time; and can support
currently planned and future uses with minimal impact to the natural systems of the area. Proper trail alignment, grading and drainage are
necessary components of a sustainable trail.
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Characteristics of a Sustainable Trail
•
•
•
•
•
•

Connects to the Clear Creek Trail System
Transports water effectively off the trail
Offers different experiences for various users with differing ability levels
Encourages users to stay on the trail
Follows natural contours
Grade does not exceed half of the side-slope
Characteristics of an Unsustainable Trail

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Results in significant tread incision and gullying
Results in severe erosion or washout
Contains multiple or braided treads
Negatively impacts private property
Causes sedimentation in nearby watercourses
Increases danger to trail users; decreases user safety
Causes undue burden on Public finances and volunteers due to recurring maintenance needs

B. Trail Alignment
The configuration and location of a trail should take into consideration user safety and enjoyment, aesthetics, economy of construction,
ease of maintenance, environmental impacts, and potential for winter use.
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Guidelines to consider when determining trail alignment include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Construct trails with overall grades of 8% or less
Consider safe sight distances, especially in narrow sections, intersections, hills and curves and otherwise hazardous areas.
Provide a transition zone at the bottom and top of steep grades and before making sharp or climbing turns.
Incorporate a meandering and undulating alignment that takes advantage of natural terrain while following the contours of the land
to minimize grade and maximize user and safety.
Align trails near vegetation at the edges of meadows instead of cutting across open spaces. This design approach minimizes the
impacts of habitat fragmentation.
Avoid driveway/roadway crossings where possible.
Avoid alignments along steep slopes that create the appearance of the trail being carved out of the hillside or dictate the need for
retaining structures, when possible.
Plan trails to avoid or minimize user conflicts.
Select materials and accessories that are readily available, resistant to vandalism, and low maintenance.
Minimize erosion and tread gullying by aligning trails across slopes rather than along the fall line. Extended steep transverse grades
should be kept to a minimum.
Design trail to rely as little as possible on bridges and other trail structures.
Refer to guidelines for environmentally sensitive and hazardous areas and winter trails for additional details on trail alignment.
Link points of interest, i.e., views, historic sites, interesting landscape features.
When designing urban trails refer to AASHTO guidelines

C. Trail Corridor
1. Trail Prism
The trail prism is the cleared area necessary for safe use of the trail. To create the prism, an opening needs to be cleared through trees and
shrubs. The exact distances for the vertical and horizontal clearance will vary based on a trail type, width, use, etc. The opening created by
this clearing should not be apparent to users, hence vegetation should be pruned selectively and irregularly to make the prism look as
natural as possible. Do not disturb the natural environment outside of the trail corridor. When small trees and bushes are within the tread,
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do not cut them flush with the ground. Dig them out, including the roots, to avoid future erosion around them that would cause greater
trail damage. When trimming branches do not cut the branch flush with the trunk, instead leave a branch nub that will help the cut heal
more quickly. Place felled trees and cut braches at least ten (10) feet from the corridor with the cut end pointing away from the trail.
Remove unavoidable rocks from the trail surface to avoid tripping hazards and to make the trail more user friendly. The trail prism’s width
will depend on trail classification.
A trail corridor should be at least twice as wide as the tread width. This can vary with terrain and the type of user the trail is designated for.
2. Sightlines
To reduce the potential for collisions or accidents, the trail users should be able to safely and clearly observe the trail ahead and upcoming
intersections or obstacles. When determining sightline, the speed of a trail user will lengthen or shorten the distance required for proper
reaction time to occur. In conjunction with sightline, appropriate grade should be considered.
When possible, curves, stops, and reduced speed zones should be on a flat grade with an adequate sightline. If a curve is required on a
grade, a longer sightline should be designed. When sightlines cannot be an adequate length, a slow sign should be considered.
Table 9. Speed and Sight Distance
Design Speed
20 mph
15 mph
10 mph

Sight Distance
130-200
85-130
35-60

Above are guidelines to use when determining sight distance, exceptions may be required for certain sections of trails. Source: Pitkin, 1994.

Table 10. Trail User Average Speeds
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Trail User
Pedestrian
Person in wheelchair
Bicyclist
Skier

Average Speed (mph)
3-7
3-7
8-20
2-8

Source: Trails for the Twenty-First Century; Second Edition

Figure 4. Sight Distances
Source: Flink, et al

3. Adjacent Slopes
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Ideally, all trails would be constructed using full-bench construction techniques on hill side developments. Full bench construction is
preferred over other construction techniques because it avoids long-term settlement and other stability issues.

Figure 5. Full Bench Construction
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The process of removing soil from one area and placing it somewhere else to form a base for any given activity is called cut and fill. To
create a more uniform trail, this technique is recommended over hauling in material from an outside location, although both are less
preferable than full bench construction.
Any cut and fill slopes adjacent to the tread should not exceed two horizontal to one vertical unless the soils are of qualities that justify the
stability of a steeper slope.
On slopes above 30%, retaining measures (e.g. walls) may be necessary to avoid excessive disturbance created by extreme cut and fill
slopes. Most cut and fill slopes should be revegetated with native vegetation.
4. Width
The width of the tread will vary depending on the type of trail classification, type of user, number of users and steepness of slope being
traversed. On steeper slopes (generally 30% or greater), construction at the minimum tread width may be necessary to reduce the impact of
cut and fill slopes and construction costs.
For wheelchair use, 5-foot tread width will allow two wheelchairs to pass one other.
Width standards are located within the standards for trail classifications, page 96.
D. Trail Tread
When most people visualize a trail, they think only of the actual surface portion of the trail on which users travel- also known as the trail
tread. The following are important considerations when considering how to design and construct the trail tread:
1. Surface Materials
Local, crusher fine materials are encouraged for soft surface trails; Asphalt and concrete are options for hard surface trails. Recycled local
asphalt and concrete makes excellent sub-base materials.
2. Grade/Slope
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Grade is a measurement of trail slope generally expressed as a percentage. Percent grade is equal to vertical distance divided by horizontal
distance times 100. For example, an eight (8) percent grade is one that goes up or down 8 feet for every 100 feet of length. Acceptable trail
grades depend on the recreational activity and soil structure.
Table 11 describes different trail grades. A sustained grade (any grade that remains the same for more than 1,000 feet) generally should not
exceed 8 percent, although this limit may be exceeded for short distances (50 yards) up to a maximum of about 25 percent. Consult the
Buffalo Natural Resource Conservation Service for detailed soil information. Loam soils with a mixture of sand, silt, and clay generally
sustain trail traffic on steep slopes better than soils with sand, silt, or clay alone. Trail grades can be measured on the site using a
clinometer.

Table 11. Description of Topography Grade
Percent Grade
0 to 2
3 to 6
7 to 12
13 to 18
19-25
26 and greater

Topography Description
Nearly level
Gently sloping
Moderately sloping
Moderately steep
Steep
Very steep

Source: AASHTO

Long, steep grades tire trail users and allow drainage water to flow down the trail creating potential erosion problems. Conversely, level
grades tend to bore trail users and allow water to accumulate on the trail bed. To facilitate natural drainage and increase user interest,
frequently alternate steep and level grades. As a rule of thumb, trails should be 1/3 level, 1/3 uphill, and 1/3 downhill. Switchbacks or
steps may be necessary to traverse steep slopes. The proper grading on a trail is essential for maximum use and minimum maintenance.
Details on grade are located within the standards for trail classifications, page 96. However, some general guidelines when determining trail
grade include:
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• When trying to gain a lot of elevation, use shorter, steeper gradients broken up by more gradual (resting) sections of trail as opposed to
long even gradients, which are more tiring to the user and tend to collect and carry water. If a sustained elevation gain is necessary,
(i.e., over 200 feet), every effort should be made to keep it below 6% for hard surface and soft surface trails and 8% for unsurfaced
trails. Use the chart on the following page for more guidelines on grade for the length of trail (Table 12).
• Where shorter, steeper grades are used to break up a long, sustained pitch, it should be recognized that soft surface and unsurfaced trails
with grades above 8% are more prone to erosion, especially when they exceed 15%. Maintenance and sustainability of these trail types
are easiest when grades are below 8%.
• Avoid the fall line. A trail along the fall line will become an easy path for water to flow creating significant environmental damage from
erosion.
This chart provides some guidelines to determine the length of the trail on certain grades, exceptions may be required for certain sections
of trails.
Table 12. Recommended grade length restrictions by slope class
Grade/Slope
0-5%
5 to 6%
7%
8%
9%
10%
11% +

Limit on Length at that grade (ft)
Unlimited
Up to 800 feet
Up to 400 feet
Up to 300 feet
Up to 200 feet
Up to 100 feet
Up to 50 feet

Source: AASHTO
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3. The Half Rule
The half rule is a common rule of thumb when determining proper grade. To ensure proper drainage, a trail’s tread grade should not
exceed half of the grade of the hillside or side slope that the trail is traversing. If the trail is more than half of the side slope, it is considered
to be a fall–line trail. In this case water will flow down the trail as opposed to sheet across it. For example, a trail passing through an area
with a gentle 6% side slope must have a tread grade of less than 3% in order for water to escape the fall line. Some trail conditions such as
soil type and location also need to be considered when determining trail grade.

Figure 6. Trails built on the fall line
Water flowing down a hill will follow the path of least resistance, called a fall line. Trails built on the fall line will have water flowing down
(rather than across) them.
This trail does not meet the Half Rule, therefore, water will flow down the trail.
20% side slope 15% Trail Grade

Figure 7. The Half Rule
This trail meets the Half Rule, therefore, water will sheet across the trail.
20% side slope 8% Trail Grade
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4. Out Slope
On trails that traverse hillsides, creating an out slope on the tread is a common erosion control method. Outslope consists of a slight tilt in
the tread that leaves the outside edge of the trail lower than the inside to promote drainage. This method is effective in getting water to
cross or sheet the trail rather than follow it. In flat terrain, the edge of the trail should match existing grade and the trail should be crowned
to drain the trail surface. Trails constructed with proper out slope still need to meet the Half Rule objective. Out slope the trail two (2) to
three (3) percent grade toward the downhill side.

Figure 8. Example of Out Slope

Figure 9. Example of Out Slope

5. Switchbacks and Curves
Cross slope and curve radii are two important trail design elements that need to be considered when designing curves. During a curve, the
trail briefly becomes aligned with the fall line creating the possibility of increased erosion. By building turns on a side slope of no more than
7% and building the upper part of the curve with an in slope and the lower part with an out slope you create a curve that allows water to
flow across and continue down without getting captured by the trail tread. Retaining walls and armoring may also be necessary to decrease
erosion and trail damage. Crowning a turn can also help mitigate erosive forces.
Curve radii are another important trail design element to be considered in turns. Larger turning radii protect user safety and help reduce
erosion. A general rule of thumb is the faster a trail user is traveling, the wider the curve should be. A proper sightline before a curve is also
necessary to prevent collisions or accidents. See Figure 4.
16
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E. Drainage
Erosion is the natural process by which soil particles are detached from the ground surface and transported down slope by the action of
moving water or wind. The combination of water falling on the trail, water running down the trail, freeze/thaw, and the wear and tear of
user traffic can create significant erosion problems on trails with poor drainage. In order to create a sustainable trail with low maintenance
requirements, erosion on the trail needs to be mitigated. Many preventable circumstances create a situation resulting in high erosion rates
on the trail, such as trails that follow the fall line or have no out slope. Such trail design issues may result in the use of multiple drainage
structures and the need for more frequent maintenance. Trail alignment, grade, design and drainage structures will help prevent water on
the trail.

Figure 10. Drainage
Water trapped on trails can cause erosion and damage to the trail (top). Grade breaks, out slope and drainage dips help direct the water off
of the trail (bottom).
Installing well-designed drainage with adequate capacity to address erosive forces is the most important element in trail design.
Utilizing and protecting natural drainage patterns when aligning the trail while also constructing adequate cross slope during construction
will remedy surface runoff in most situations. However, when runoff is concentrated uphill of the tread, the trail grade is steep, or a water
course is likely to create drainage problems, drainage structures such as culverts, swales, drainage dips, water bars, crowning or grade breaks
are required to protect the trail. The steeper the trail, the more frequently structures are needed.
The following are general guidelines for use of drainage structures.
1. Grade breaks
Definition: Grade breaks or reverse grading (also called grade dips or rolling grade dips) are different from drainage dips in that they are
actually planned design into the trail alignment. The drainage is created when the descending trail gently rises, then resumes its descent.
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Purpose: This reversal in trail grade creates a low point that diverts water running down the tread off the downhill side.
Trail Types: Grade breaks can be used on soft surface or unsurfaced trails.
Design: Grade breaks are most effective when they take advantage of natural features by dropping in and out of slight dips in the terrain.
Grade breaks of this nature require little or no construction, other than minor grading.
Table 13. Grade Break.
Spacing (ft)
500’
300’
100’
<50’

Trail Grade (%)
3-5%
7-10%
11-15%
>15%

Figure 11. Example of Grade Break

Source: Parker, 2001

2. Drainage Dips
Definition: Drainage dips are carefully shaped depressions built into an existing trail to divert water from the tread.
Purpose: Drainage dips are effective in removing rainwater and snowmelt runoff from the trail tread.
Trail Type: They should be used only on soft surface or unsurfaced trails with slight to medium grades.
Design: Drainage dips are most effective on contouring trails in which the dip drains toward the trail’s outside edge (a.k.a. positive
drainage).

Figure 12. Drainage Dips
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3. Water bars
Definition: A water bar is a reinforced drainage dip containing a raised row of fitted stones or timber that helps divert runoff from the
trail. Water bars are less desirable than drainage dips and grade dips because they are jolting and may preclude some wheeled users.
Purpose: These heavy-duty structures are typically band-aid type remedies used to repair an existing, eroded trail.
Material: Natural material such as rock or rot resistant logs is preferred but rubber barriers are also available.
Trail Type: They should be used only on unsurfaced trails. If cyclists or wheelchairs use the trail, the preferred alternative is a more wheelfriendly drainage dip.
Design: Waterbars should be constructed at a 30-degree angle from the trail’s edge and should extend beyond both sides of the trail to
prevent water or people from going around them. The logs should be at least 6-8 inches in diameter and buried firmly. As the trail grade
increased (i.e. becomes steeper), the number of waterbars used should also increase.
Table 14. Spacing Between Water Bars.
Percent Grade (%)

Spacing Between Waterbars (feet)

2
5
10
15
20+

250
130
80
50
40

Source: Rathke and Baughman, 2006

4. Armoring
Definition: Armoring is the use of large rocks to “pave” the trail to prevent erosion or protect a sensitive environment. Armoring raises
the trail’s elevation while still allowing water percolation.
Purpose: Armoring is used in seasonally wet areas, or areas with accelerated erosion areas (e.g. jump landings).
Materials: When armoring, it is best to use local rock material to uphold a natural look and prevent the spread of invasive plant matter.
Trail Type: Armoring is used on unsurfaced trails.
Design: Do not remove rocks that will damage vegetation or sensitive areas. When armoring, refer to recommended practices regarding trail grade.
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Figure 13. Types of Armoring
Photo 1. Example of armoring on a trail
5. Culverts
Definition: A culvert is a covered channel or pipe that takes a watercourse under a trail.
Purpose: Culverts can be used to accommodate drainages that carry more than occasional storm runoff or which continue to flow after
rainfall has ceased. Culverts can also be used for low flow and intermittent stream crossings, and for side swale drainage.
Trail Type: Culverts are commonly used on both hard surface pathways and soft surface trails.
Materials: A culvert is typically made of metal or plastic.
Design: Due to the complexity of culvert design, installation needs to be coordinated with the City Public Works Department and the City
Planning Department. Contact the City Planning Department to get started.
6. Swale Crossings
Definition: A swale crossing is a low spot in the trail that allows water to flow across the trail under controlled circumstances.
Purpose: Swale crossings are used when water flows are minimal and/or intermittent.
Trail Type: Swale crossings can be used on all trail types although they are not recommended on hard surface pathways.
Materials: On crusher fine trails, swales with minimal flows can be made with crusher fines but in areas of concentrated flow, concrete or
stone paving should be used.
Design: Usually swale crossings are small and can be stepped or jumped across.
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7. Side Swales
Definition: Side swales are broad, shallow ditches which parallel the trail.
Purpose: They prevent runoff water from reaching the trail surface and also give water on the tread a lower place to drain.
Trail Type: Side swales can be used on all trail types.
Design: Side swales can either empty into natural drainages or be drained at intervals by culverts under the trail.
8. Crowning
Definition: Crowning is a method of trail construction where the center part of the tread is built up to allow water to run off each side.
Purpose: Crowning assists with drainage by forcing water off of the trail tread.
Trail Type: This technique is most commonly used on flat soft surface and unsurfaced trails and should be used only if both sides of the
trail have someplace to drain.
Design: Crowning should be steep enough to shed water, but not too steep as to cause discomfort for trail users; probably no more than
2- 3%.

Photo 2. Example of Crowning
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III. Other Trail Considerations
A. Environmentally Sensitive and Hazardous Areas
Trails should avoid environmentally sensitive and hazardous sites whenever possible. If unavoidable, special alignment and construction
methods must be used to protect the site from negative environmental impacts and provide for safety of the trail user.
The following are guidelines for constructing a trail at or near environmentally sensitive and hazardous sites, including wetland areas.
• Construction impacts to the area surrounding the trail should be minimized when building a trail. When possible, trails in environmentally
sensitive areas should be constructed using hand tools. Whenever possible, the use of heavy equipment should be avoided to prevent
impacts to sensitive environments.
• The trail alignment should be planned to preserve significant vegetation.
• Plants native to the site should be used in revegetation of environmentally sensitive areas that have been disturbed.
• Deviation from these guidelines via special alignment or construction methods may be necessary to reduce impacts and/or disturbance to
environmentally sensitive and hazardous areas. The Buffalo City Council must approve these deviations.
• When aligning trails, the use of areas with existing disturbance such as existing social trails, utility line easements, abandoned ditches and
abandoned road cuts should be considered.
• Development of trails in areas of critical wildlife and plant habitat may require site-specific studies to determine impacts, mitigation and
appropriate alignments.
B. Winter Trails
In most cases, City trails can be used in both summer and winter. When locating trails that can support non-motorized winter use consider:
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• Avoiding conflicts with roadside snow storage by placing trails a minimum setback of twenty (20) feet from any road to be plowed during
winter.
• Widening the trail corridor to provide for a safer and more enjoyable winter travel corridor.
• Installing additional signage that is high enough to be visible during winter and far enough away from plowed routes to also ensure winter
visibility. Blue diamond markers are typically used to identify winter travel routes.
C. Existing Trails
The Clear Creek Trail System (CCTS) is an existing trail system with approximately 17 miles of trail. See Inventory of Existing Trails, pg 31.
Due to the nature and time period the existing trails were constructed no standard trail regulations were in place. However, the majority of
trails do comply with the standards in this section, with the exception of Eva Knepper Trail.
D. Trails with Universal Access
Trails should be designed, particularly hard surface pathways in the more heavily populated areas of the City, to accommodate access by the
physically disabled. A trail should not exceed a 5% grade where access by physically disabled users is possible. In addition, special design
considerations (such as modified drainage structures) should be incorporated. Due to mountainous conditions, some hard surface pathways
may not be accessible to the entire spectrum of physically disabled users. While it is clearly not practical for all trails in a mountain
community to be fully accessible to the disabled, the City will make every effort to comply with the standards set forth in the Americans
with Disabilities Act of 1992 (ADA) and in the American Association of State Highway Transportation Officials (AASHTO) bike and
pedestrian trail guidelines, where reasonably appropriate. Most unsurfaced trails and some soft surface trails are not expected to comply
with ADA, or may be identified as acceptable for only a more advanced level of physically disabled user.
Design rest rooms, parking lots, and ramps carefully to ensure access. At least 36 inches of level, cleared space should be provided to the
side of benches for wheelchairs.
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Contact the Americans with Disability Act national office at 1-800-514-0301 for assistance.
E. Wetlands and Water Crossings
When dealing with riparian environments, special precautions need to be made in order to mitigate or prevent sedimentation and damage
to sensitive ecosystems. Preventing and minimizing impacts to wetland areas is critical to aquatic health and, in relation to trails, can often
be accomplished by minimizing vegetation removal and soil disturbance. If construction on stream banks, lakes, shores and wetlands is
unavoidable, the trail tread should be raised using turnpikes, boardwalks, or armoring. To avoid water quality impacts from chemical
leaching from treated wood, structures should be constructed with natural untreated wood, pre-cast concrete or steel. If the wood is
pretreated, the structure should be isolated in poly wrap below grade. If trails enter wetland areas, permits may be required, and the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers should be contacted.
F. Slope Stabilization, Revegetation and Landscaping
Revegetation is important to control erosion and stabilize slopes, as well as to improve aesthetics. It is important that revegetation be
sensitive to existing on-site plant species in order to maintain a natural character and balance. The most important areas for revegetation
are where major disturbance occurs, usually related to hard surface pathways. Another disturbance area of concern is related to cut and fill
slopes or full bench cuts on steeply sloping sites (over 30%).
The following guidelines should be followed in all cases.
• Care should be taken to maintain existing vegetation (including the understory) wherever possible.
• Plantings should consist of low maintenance, drought resistant, and native species.
• On-site native plant species should be identified and revegetation should occur with an appropriate mixture of these native plants
if possible. This is especially important in environmentally sensitive areas.
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• Non-native plant species or standard high-altitude seed mix should not be used where such revegetation would promote invasion
by introduced species that are not found on site and which would have an adverse effect on native plants. This is especially
important in environmentally sensitive areas.
• In environmentally sensitive areas it may be best not to plant anything but instead to simply prepare and mulch the seedbed with a
seed-free erosion control/mulch blanket.
• In some areas, weed spraying may be necessary to control poison ivy and noxious, invasive species.
• In areas of minimal disturbance and with sparse under story vegetation (lodge pole pine forests), revegetation may not be
necessary, but excavated soils should be widely dispersed away from the corridor.
• The type of plants and the formality of plantings should complement the natural and man-made plantings around the site and
neighborhood. The trail corridor should either seem like part of a native ecosystem or part of an adjacent landscaped area.
• Revegetation should occur as soon as grading work is completed and weather permits. Revegetated sites should be maintained
until sufficient establishment has occurred to reasonably stabilize the site.
The following guidelines should be followed where there is major disturbance:
• Temporary slope stabilization and revegetation will be necessary during construction, and until permanent drainage and successful
revegetation is achieved.
• Landscaping may be necessary to recreate natural character, minimize visual impact or to create a buffer between the trail and adjacent
uses. Landscaping recommendations should be followed.
G. Structures
Structures are trail corridor improvements necessary to solve specific drainage, grading, safety and water crossing situations. For public
safety and economy, most structures should be designed by a design professional. Trail structures should complement the character of the
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surrounding landscape. Typical structures related to trail development are: retaining walls, bridges, boardwalks, turnpikes, fences, steps,
stairways, railings and other user amenities such as restrooms and benches. Some structures have already been discussed in the drainage
section of this manual.
1. Retaining Walls
Purpose: Retaining walls are often used to reduce erosion on cut and fill slopes when slopes exceed a stable angle. In addition, retaining
walls may be necessary to reduce the size of a cut and fill, or minimize disturbance on an environmentally or visually sensitive site. The City
Building Inspector should be involved during the design and construction of retaining walls.
Materials: Whenever possible, natural materials should be used in wall construction such as rock or wood. To decrease long term
maintenance, rock is preferred.
Design: Walls located in visually sensitive areas should be designed to blend with the surroundings. Retaining walls should not be too
continuous, thereby avoiding a channelized feeling. The wall should tilt into the slope. An inward tilt of 1 foot for every 4 feet of height is
the maximum recommendation with a ratio of 2:1 being more typical and acceptable.
Trail Type: To avoid both the "engineered" look and abrupt drop-off sometimes created by retaining walls, they should be used only in
select circumstances (especially when developing soft surface and unsurfaced trails).
2. Bridges
Trail Type: Bridges should be used to cross a perennial stream where a water crossing would create hazardous conditions or damage to
the environment.
Materials: Whenever possible, natural materials should be used.
Design: Bridges should be designed to withstand floods and should be placed to avoid sharp curves or deflections. Bridge width should be
able to accommodate the largest trail use such as bikes, horses, or pedestrian. Emergency access or maintenance vehicles may also need to
be considered in the design phase.
On most bridges, the minimum width should be the same as the approach trail plus the horizontal clearance. An exception to this would be
a simple bridge on a pedestrian-only soft surface or unsurfaced trail. On hard surface pathways and multi-use soft surface trails, bridges
should be 2 to 4 feet wider than the approaching trail. Railings may be required where the distance from the ground is 30 inches or more
(Guardrails on bridges should be 42 inches high for pedestrians and 54 inches high for bikers). Bumpers and ramps may also be required
on trail-based bridges. On natural and rough trails, with small streams that can be stepped over during normal flow, a bridge may not be
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necessary. In this case refer to the section on armoring. Where bridges are necessary on these trails, design should be simple and
incorporate use of native materials, when possible. Bridges may have to be designed by a structural civil engineer.

Tips For Successful Bridge Building:
1) Make bridges strong enough to support the heaviest potential user and
snow loads.
2) For wooden bridges choose a material that is rot resistant. Bark must be
stripped off the logs to prevent rot and insect damage.
3) For wooden bridges, use screws or bolts not nails.
4) Extend approach ramps onto the trail.
5) Avoid letting bridge stringers touch the ground. Sit stringers on stones or
replaceable wood.
6) Bridges and their approaches should not have sharp turns; this can be
dangerous when icy or wet.
7) Design the bridge so that travelers can see each other on either end.

Photo 3. Example of a successful bridge
Keep stream crossings to a minimum. Locate bridge crossings where the stream is narrow. Locate fords where the stream is shallow. Avoid
crossings where the stream bends or has unstable banks because of potential soil erosion. Make stream crossings at a 90-degree angle with
a straight, level approach (figure 14). The length and grade of the approach depend on the speed and stopping ability of the trail user.
Permits from your state department of natural resources and/or the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers may be required before constructing
any stream crossing, including fords.
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Figure 14. Cross a stream at a 90-degree angle where it is straight, not where the stream bends or has unstable banks.

3. Boardwalks
Purpose: Boardwalks are designed to span wet or boggy areas.
Materials: All wood used in boardwalk construction should be pressure treated or a rot resistant timber. Boardwalk decking can also be
comprised of recycled plastic materials.
Design: The bottom of the stringers of a boardwalk should be above high water levels. The design of the boardwalk should avoid
interference with the flow of floodwater and floating debris. In most situations it is better to build as little as possible that will have to resist
the force of high-velocity floodwaters. See "guidelines for environmentally sensitive areas" for details on building trails near or through wet
areas.
4. Turnpikes
Definition: Turnpikes (also called causeways) are raised trail treads that typically consist of logs or rocks embedded along the sides of the
trail to hold fill material (e.g. gravel and crusher fines) in place.
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Purpose: The intent of a turnpike is to carry soft surface or unsurfaced trails above short sections of seasonally damp and marshy ground,
which is saturated with water in spring but remains dry for most of the year.
Materials: A layer of geotextile fabric should be placed between the fill material and damp ground to prevent subsidence of the trail.
Design: A turnpike should have a 1 to 2 inch crown and shallow side swales to facilitate drainage. The turnpike should not alter water
flows in ways that disturb nearby ecosystems and should not be used to cross wetlands where surface water is present.
5. Fences
Purpose: Fences should be installed only when physical separation is necessary for safety and/or to preserve adjacent landowner privacy.
Design: Where possible, fencing should be located only on one side of the trail at a time. Fencing designs which create a narrow corridor
effect for long stretches should be avoided. Whenever possible, fences should be no closer than 5 feet from the trail edge. Where fences
are necessary along both sides of a trail, minimum width should be 20 feet between the two sections of fence. Fencing should be
compatible with wildlife migration patterns, antelope friendly design.
Materials: Whenever possible, natural materials should be used.
6. Steps or Stairs
Purpose: Steps can be used on sections of trail where elevation must be gained quickly, usually in areas where the grade exceeds the
recommended maximum.
Design: Where steps are located on steep grades, a handrail may be required on one or both sides to provide for safety and user comfort.
When stairs are located in the City, design should comply with City building codes.
Trail Types: Steps are not recommended for trails used by bikes and the disabled.
Materials: Stone is preferred for steps; however, treated timber can also be used.
H. Trailheads and Signage
Signage at the trailhead and throughout the trail should be used to inform and educate trail users. Properly located signs can be an indicator
of location, distance, property boundaries or restricted uses, preventing unwanted conflicts, or confusion. Listed below are some objectives
for trail signage. The Buffalo Trails Board must approve and order all signs.
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• Signs should be consistent with those used throughout the Clear Creek Trail System.
• Signs should be legible; this includes typography, vocabulary and other design elements.
• Signs should inform users of the trail’s use types, direction, location of the trail, location of private property, or other information
that can assist and inform trail users.
• Signs should be low maintenance and be capable of withstanding extreme weather conditions and abuse.
• Signs should not obstruct the trail or natural scenery. Informational signs can be grouped together at the trailhead while warning
signs should be located to give trail users a chance to react.
• Over use of signs can diminish the natural effect while under use can leave the trail user confused.
• Rot resistant wood, stone or metal should be used to maintain the most natural appearance.

I. Trail Improvements
Trail improvements include features such as: parking lots, benches, lights, garbage cans, dog waste stations, picnic tables, and restrooms.
The Buffalo Trails Board should be contacted for current recommendations in order to maintain consistency and use of appropriate
products.
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J. Intersections
Intersections should be highly visible and provide appropriate sight distances, clear zones and adequate signage. Accommodation of
sufficient stopping sight distance at roadway intersections is critical and adequate warning should be given to permit trail users to stop
before reaching the intersection, especially on downgrades.
On high volume trail/vehicular intersections, a flat approach grade is especially important and appropriate striping and regulatory signage
may be necessary.
In less developed areas containing low volume soft surface or natural trails, less formal intersections may be possible (depending on the
volume of traffic) and signage may not be necessary.
The appropriate road management department or agency should be contacted regarding trail/road intersections. Their involvement at the
design phase may be necessary. Whenever possible, a 90-degree intersection is preferable to one with a lesser angle.
K. Trail Classifications
1. Hard Surface
Definition: A primary characteristic of a hard surface trail is its inability to absorb water. Material for such a trail may include concrete,
asphalt, cement, or crushed stone.
Uses: A major use of hard surface trails is to easily accommodate handicap accessibility and heavy use. Paved trails, such as bike paths or
walking paths, should be used to link trails, residential areas and the center of town to accommodate recreationalists, visitors and
commuters.
Materials: Asphalt is often preferred due to its flexible qualities and ability to accommodate the expansion and contraction of soils that
occur in the City of Buffalo.
Standards: Hard surface trails should be well designed, well constructed, and properly maintained. The following chart is a guideline when
building a hard surface trail. Changes may be necessary to accommodate natural obstacles, sensitive areas, or historical amenities.
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A. Primary Hard Surface Trail Guidelines
Width
Surface Material
Grade
Radius
Easement Width
Side Slope

8-12 ft
Asphalt, concrete
6% or less is preferred
Refer to AASHTO guidelines
20-25 ft minimum
less than 12%, no more than 15%

Vertical Clearance
Horizontal Clearance
Cross Slope
Sub-surface materials

12 ft
at least 2 ft from side of tread
2% minimum
Class C

B. Secondary Hard Surface Trail Guidelines
Width
Surface Material
Grade
Radius
Easement Width
Side Slope

6-8 ft
Asphalt, concrete
6% or less is preferred
Refer to AASHTO guidelines
20 ft minimum
less than 12%, no more than 15%

Vertical Clearance
Horizontal Clearance
Cross Slope
Sub-surface materials

12 ft
at least 2 ft from side of tread
2% minimum
Class C
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2. Soft Surface
Definition: Soft surface trails have a high permeability rate and consist of an applied surface such as crusher fines or reject sand.
Uses: This tread is intended to be more rural than a paved pathway. Soft surface trails can accommodate single track, trails in rural areas,
trails in environmentally sensitive areas and link to larger trails or points of interest.
Materials: Crusher fines or road base, local reject sand.
Standards: Soft surface trails require less preparation than hard surface trails. Constructing a soft surface trail requires the removal of sub
grade obstacles such as roots and rocks, the incorporation of proper drainage structures, and the placement of a geotextile fabric to prevent
the placed fill material from sinking. These trails should be well designed, well constructed, and properly maintained. The following chart is
a guideline when building a soft surface trail. Changes may be necessary to accommodate natural obstacles, sensitive areas, or historical
amenities.
A. Primary Soft Surface Trail Guidelines
Width
Surface Material

8-12 ft
Crusher fine, reject sand

Grade
Radius
Easement Width
Side Slope
Vertical Clearance
Horizontal Clearance
Cross Slope
Sub-surface materials

3-5% preferred; 8% maximum
20 ft minimum
20-25 ft minimum
Less than 12% preferred; 15% maximum
10 ft
36-48 inches from either side of the tread
2% minimum
Class C
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B. Secondary Soft Surface Trail Guidelines
Width
Surface Material
Grade
Radius
Easement Width
Side Slope
Vertical Clearance
Horizontal Clearance
Cross Slope
Sub-surface materials

6-8 ft
Crusher fine, reject sand
3-5% preferred; 8% maximum
20 ft minimum
20 ft minimum
Less than 12% preferred; 15% maximum
10 ft
36-48 inches from either side of the tread
2% minimum
Class C

3. Unsurfaced
Definition: Unsurfaced trails (a.k.a. backcountry or rough trails) should provide access to open space, neighborhoods and other trails.
They are usually located in less developed areas, should blend with their surroundings and should require little maintenance with only a few
drainage structures.
Uses: Unsurfaced trails can accommodate mountain bikers, equestrians and pedestrians.
Materials: Mineral soil and other earthen materials.
Standards: Unsurfaced trails should be designed at grade to minimize erosion. Sections of grades over 12% may be unavoidable but
should be short and should never exceed 20%.
These trails should be well designed, well constructed, and properly maintained. The following chart is a guideline when building an
unsurfaced trail. Changes may be necessary to accommodate natural obstacles, sensitive areas, or historical amenities.
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A. Unsurfaced Trail Guidelines
Width
Surface Material
Grade

24 in. minimum
Mineral Soil
8% or less preferred; 20% maximum

Radius
Easement Width
Slope
Vertical Clearance
Horizontal Clearance

4 ft minimum
15 ft minimum
Less than 30% preferred; 70% maximum
10 ft
1 ft from either side of the tread minimum

Cross Slope
Sub-surface materials

3% minimum
Class C

L. Trail Easements
A trail easement’s preferred width will be determined by the following criteria:
Trail Classification
Trail Maintenance
Trail Improvements
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Plan Implementation and Funding Sources

Plan Implementation
This Plan is only as good as the progress that is made to achieve these goals. The Clear Creek Trail System has involved multiple entities
and individuals; continued success of the Clear Creek Trail System will require continued efforts by the Buffalo community. A successful
project should include Friends Groups, Civic Organizations and Government entities collaborating with the Buffalo Trails Board.
Future Policy and Administration Considerations:
There are several opportunities at the City and County levels in which planning considerations could support future trail extensions and
ensure further improvement of the Clear Creek Trail System.
•
•
•
•
•

Coordinate with the County to revise county subdivision regulations that encourage the dedication of trail easements and trails as
open space requirement.
Enforce and maintain sidewalk corridors that interface with the Clear Creek Trail System and promote safe, clean walkways. Many
of the City trails rely on sidewalks for trail connections, it is important that these walkways are constructed and maintained to high
standards to ensure safe travel. The City and property owners with sidewalks will need to fulfill maintenance responsibilities.
Collaborate with a yet to be named Downtown Development Corporation to improve non-motorized connections throughout the
Downtown core.
Develop a transportation plan that incorporates non-motorized travel, including but not limited to pedestrians and bicyclists.
Complete a Safe Routes to Schools Plan with Johnson County School District #1, The Buffalo Trails Board, Parent/Teacher
Associations and local school kids that ensures safe travel corridors for pedestrians around school zones.

Establishing a Trail Protection Policy:
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This policy establishes the primary use of the corridor—recreation, transportation, or historic preservation. Any use of the trail corridor
deemed incompatible with its paramount use will be denied; those compatible with the primary use will be considered and if approved,
carefully regulated. Fiber-optic cables, sewer pipes, and water lines, are well-suited for placement along a recreational or commuter trail
because they are underground and do not impede activities. Similar inoffensive uses can be allowed by the City Council and property
owner/s.
Policy for Reviewing and Updating the Buffalo 2008 Master Trails Plan:
The Buffalo 2008 Master Trails Plan should be reviewed and, if necessary, updated every three-five (3-5) years. The Plan can be amended
at any time by Resolution.

Potential funding sources:
Federal Funding Sources:

8

Surface Transportation Program (STP) Funds (Section 1007) may be used for either the construction of bicycle transportation facilities and
pedestrian walkways, or nonconstruction projects (such as brochures, public service announcements, and route maps) related to safe
bicycle use. Ten percent of STP funds are used for “Transportation Enhancements” which include the provision of facilities for bicyclists
and pedestrians. *
Federal Lands Highway Funds (Section 1032) may be used to construct pedestrian walkways and bicycle transportation facilities in
conjunction with roads, highways, and parkways at the discretion of the department charged with the administration of such funds. *
Scenic Byways Program Funds (Section 1047) may be used to construct facilities along scenic highways for the use of pedestrians and
bicyclists. http://www.bywaysonline.org/ *

8

* indicates Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act
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National Recreational Trails Fund (Section 1302) monies may be used for a variety of recreational trails programs to benefit bicyclists,
pedestrians, and other nonmotorized and motorized uses. Projects must be consistent with a Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor
Recreation Plan required by the Land and Water Conservation Fund Act. The Wyoming Statewide Trails Plan was last updated in 2004. *
Land & Water Conservation Fund (LWCF) Local Community Grants http://www.nps.gov/lwcf/
Rivers, Trails, and Conservation Assistance Program (RTCA) http://www.nps.gov.rtca
Safe Routes to Schools (SR2S) http://www.saferoutesinfo.org/resources/index.cfm
Rural Economic Development Grants http://www.rurdev.usda.gov/
Community Development Block Grants http://www.hud.gov/offices/cpd/communitydevelopment/programs/
Resource Conservation and Development Funds.
This program, administered by the US Natural Resources and Conservation Service, provides 50% matching funds for recreation projects,
including parks and land acquisition. The funding is available to state and local government and non-profit organizations.
http://www.wy.nrcs.usda.gov/
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State funding sources:
Wyoming Department of Transportation
Wyoming Business Council
Wyoming Travel and Tourism
Tourism-related Grants
Johnson County Tourism Association—Lodging tax
State General Fund—General funds from the state budget can be used for trail implementation. This source would require strong
statewide public interest and political support.

Local funding sources:
Developer Dedications—Open Space requirement
Local Mill Levy: Recreation Board/Johnson County School District #1
Bond Issues—requires an election
Additional 1% sales tax—requires County-wide support
Foundations—Johnson County has many active foundations.
Corporate sponsors
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Bank trusts established for bicycle interests
Medical and educational facilities
Buffalo Charitable Foundation
Direct Appropriation from City or County Government

Additional potential sources:
This list is endless; however the following are two examples of national programs.
Bikes Belong Coalition
Bikes Belong Coalition is sponsored by members of the American Bicycle Industry and accepts requests for funding of up to $10,000 for
facility, capacity, and education projects. http://www.bikesbelong.org/
Complete Streets
This program does not provide funding for non-motorized transportation projects, but it is an excellent resource for the concept of
properly designed and multi-use streets. http://www.completestreets.org/
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Resources and References

The following were guides and references used during the development of the 2008 Master Trails Plan. This Plan made an effort to draw
on plans of similar climates and topographies.
American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) Task Force on Geometric Design. 1991. Guide for
Development of Bicycle Facilities.
Baughman, M.; A. Alm; S. Reed; T. Eiber; and C. Blinn. 1993. Woodland Stewardship: A Practical Guide for Midwestern Landowners (MI-5901). St.
Paul, MN: University of Minnesota, Minnesota Extension Service.
Birkby, Robert C. 1996. Lightly on the Land, the SCA Trail-Building and Maintenance Manual. Washington: The Mountaineers.
Buffalo Comprehensive Plan. 2007.
Charney, Shasa. 1994. The Trails Forum. Colorado State Trail News
Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) Bicycle and Pedestrian Program. Bicycle Standards (draft of 3/16/94 or most recently
adopted document if available).
Colorado State Recreational Trails Program. 1981. Trails Construction Guidelines. Colorado Division of Parks and Outdoor Recreation.
Eagle County. 1993. Eagle County Trails Plan.
Federal Highway Administration, National Advisory Committee on Uniform Traffic Control Devices. 1988. Manual of Uniform Traffic Control
Devices. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Printing Office.
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Fausold Charles J. and Lilieholm, Robert J. The Economic Value of Open Space: A Review and Synthesis. Lincoln Institute of Land Policy
Research Paper, 1996.
Felton, Vernon. 2004. Trail Solutions: IMBA’s Guide to Building
Sweet Single-track. Boulder, CO: Johnson Printing.
Flink, C., Kristine Olka, & Robert M. Searns; Rails to Trails Conservancy. 2001. Trails for the Twenty-First Century; Second Edition. Washington
D.C: Island Press.
Hultsman, W., and J. Hultsman. 1986. Pathways For People: Trail Designs to Minimize Environmental Damage and Enhance User
Enjoyment (FNR-121). West Lafayette, IN: Purdue University, Cooperative Extension Service.
Indiana Department of Natural Resources. 1977. Indiana trails construction and maintenance manual. Indianapolis, IN: Indiana
Department of Natural Resources, Division of Outdoor Recreation, Streams and Trails Section.
International Mountain Bicycling Association. 1995. Trail Development and Construction for Mountain Bicycling.
Johnson County Assessment. November 2007. Wyoming Rural Development Council.
McCoy, M., and M. Stoner. 1991. Mountain Bike Trails: Techniques For Design, Construction and Maintenance. Missoula, MT:
Bikecentennial.
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources. 1982. Trails development and maintenance manual. St. Paul, MN: Trails and Waterways
Unit.
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, et al. Water quality in forest management, best management practices in Minnesota. St. Paul,
MN: Division of Forestry.
National Park Service. 1992. Mountain Trails Management: An Outline.
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Park City, Utah. 1992. Trails Supplement to the Comprehensive Master Plan, Trails Master Plan Update, Policies and Guidelines for Trail Construction,
Construction Standards and Maps.
Parker, Troy Scott.; Open Space and Trails Program Pitkin County, Colorado. 1994. Trails Design and Management Handbook. Glenwood
Springs, CO: Cimarron Design, Details on designing a trail alignment.
Proudman, R., and R. Rajala. 1981. AMC field guide to trail building and maintenance, 2d ed. Boston, MA: Appalachian Mountain Club.
Rails to Trails, 2001. Trails for the Twenty-First Century, Second Edition: Planning, Design, and Management Manual for Multi-Use Trails.
Rathke, David M. and Melvin J Baughman. 2006. Recreational Trail Design and Construction. University of Minnesota.
Ryan, K.; C. Flink; P. Langerwey; D. Balmori; and R. Searns. 1993. Trails for the twenty-first century: planning, design, and management
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Appendix A
Trail-related Definitions
Acronyms used
AASHTO
ADA
BAMSCO
BHED
BLM
CCTS
CDC
FHWA
LWCF
MUTCD
NAHB
NAR
R & PP
RTP
SAFTEA
SR2S
STP
TCSP
TEA21
USDA
WYDOT

American Association of Safety and Highway Traffic Operators
Americans with Disabilities Act
Buffalo Area Main Street Commission (inactive)
Big Horn Economic Development
United States Bureau of Land Management
Clear Creek Trail System
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
Federal Highway Administration
Land and Water Conservation Fund
Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices
National Association of Home Builders
National Association of Realtors
Recreation and Public Purposes Act
Recreational Trails Program
Safe and Flexible Transportation Enhancement Act
Safe Routes to Schools
Surface Transportation Program
Transportation and Community and System Preservation Program
Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century
United States Department of Agriculture
Wyoming Department of Transportation

ACCEPTANCE: Process of reviewing a completed trail in order to determine whether it meets City standards and therefore can be approved as a City trail and
accepted for maintenance.
ADJACENT TRAIL: A soft surface or natural trail which roughly parallels a major hard surface pathway and is necessary due to high user volumes and possible
conflicts on the hard surface pathway.
ALIGNMENT: The linear trace of the trail.
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AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT OF 1992: A Federal requirement that says when public funds are used for construction or upgrading of facilities, then
access for disabled persons must be provided. Accessibility and usability allow a person with a physical disability to independently get to, enter and use a building,
facility or site.
ARMORING: Reinforcement of a surface with rock, brick, stone, concrete, or other “paving” material.
BACKSLOPE: The cut bank along the uphill side of the trail extending upward from the tread. Usually sloped back by varying degrees, depending on bank
composition and slope stability.
BENCH (cut): A relatively flat, stable surface (tread) on a slope occurring naturally or by excavation.
BERM: The ridge of material formed on the outer edge of the trail that projects higher than the center of the trail tread.
BICYCLE LANE: Usually established with appropriate pavement markings and signing along urban streets where there is adequate paved width and substantial
bicycle demand.
BOARDWALK: A fixed planked structure, usually built on pilings in areas of wet soil or water to provide dry crossings.
BUFFER ZONE: Natural area or open space used between the trail and adjacent lands to minimize impacts (visual or physical).
CARRYING CAPACITY: The number of users that can be accommodated in a specific area based on ecological, physical, facility, and/or social factors.
CLEARING HEIGHT (VERTICAL CLEARANCE): The vertical dimension that must be cleared of all tree branches and other obstructions that would otherwise
obstruct movement along the trail.
CLEARANCE WIDTH (LIMIT): The outer edges of clearing areas (cleared of trees, limbs, and other obstructions) as specified by trail use.
CLIMBING TURN: A turn that is constructed on a slope of 20 percent or less when measured between the exterior boundaries of the turn and follows the grade as it
changes direction of the trail 120 to 180 degrees.
CLINOMETER: A hand held slope measuring device.
CONSTRUCTION: Any manmade change to the natural condition of the land; the act of building a structure or manipulating the land.
CONTOUR: A line drawn on a map through points of equal elevation.
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CORRIDOR: The full dimensions of a route, including the tread and a zone on either side and above the tread from which brush will be removed.
CROSS SLOPE: The difference in elevation from one edge of the trail to the other edge, usually indicated in percent, which is created to facilitate drainage.
CROWNED TRAIL: A trail bed built up from the surrounding area (and slope for drainage), usually by excavating trenches parallel to the trail.
CRUSHER FINES: A by-product of the gravel production process consisting of angular and irregular ground rock particles which range in size from a fine dust up to
a specified maximum particle size. The wide range of angular particle sizes become interlocked and are held together by the natural cements in the crushed rock,
creating a compact, hard surface which is used on some soft surface trails.
CULVERT: A drainage structure made of rock, metal, or wood that is placed approximately perpendicular to and under the trail tread. (21st)
CUT AND FILL: The process of removing soil from one area and placing it elsewhere to form a base for any given activity.
CURVE RADIUS: An arch or a curve that connects two straight trail segments in order to provide smooth horizontal and vertical alignment.
DEVELOPER: The person or persons legally responsible for the construction of trails within a specific property.
DOWNSLOPE: The downhill side of the trail.
DRAINAGE DIP: An erosion-control technique that reverses the grade of a trail for a distance of 15 to 20 feet before returning to the prevailing grade. The abrupt
change in grade forces water to run off the trails tread, rather than gaining additional velocity.
EASEMENT: The portion of public land or private land dedicated to the public for a trail corridor, surface or subsurface drainage, overhead or underground utility
ways, vehicular access or other public uses.
ECOSYSTEM: A system formed by the interaction of living organisms, including people, with their environment.
ENVIRONMENTALLY SENSITIVE AREAS: Contains wetlands (as defined by applicable State or Federal law), riparian corridors, critical wildlife and plant habitat
areas, areas with significant vegetation, highly visible hillsides, unstable soils, slopes and landforms, and high water inundation zones.
EROSION: Natural process by which soil particles are detached from the ground surface and moved down slope, principally by the actions of running water.
FALL LINE: Direction water flows down a hill.
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FILL: Gravel or soil used to fill voids in trails and to pack behind retaining walls and other structures and which raises the natural level of the ground or replaces soil
deemed unsuitable for construction.
GEOTEXTILE: A non-degradable and water permeable fabric that works as a soil separator and keeps wet soil underneath from mixing with the dry soil on top. It is
often used for the soil stabilization and drainage elements of trail construction.
GRADE: The amount a trail rises or falls over distance (the change in vertical elevation divided by the change in horizontal distance), indicated in percent.
GUIDELINES: A set of recommendations for design, as in trail design guidelines. Examples include adequate sight distance; types of appropriate drainage measures
and proper grades for trail sustainability and user safety.
HARD SURFACE PATHWAY: A hard surface pathway is usually in an area of heavy use, generally in a more urban area. These pathways are sometimes called bike
paths, although in most cases they are for mixed use. In some cases, uses are separated and specified and concrete paths, which are designed primarily for pedestrian
use, are separate from paved paths.
HARD SURFACE PATHWAY (SECONDARY): A pathway that is narrower. It is normally a local trail that leads to a destination within an area.
HORIZONTAL CLEARANCE: The minimum width that must be cleared of all vegetation and other obstructions on both sides of the tread.
INDIGENOUS MATERIALS: Materials (usually rock, timber or soil) found naturally in an area.
INFORMAL TRAIL: This is a trail that is used, but is not recognized in the Master Trails Plan as appropriate for a public easement. These trails are normally very
local, small trails that traverse the back yards of residences and have no major destinations.
MINERAL SOIL: Earth containing little or no organic material (such as leaves or needles).
MITIGATE: To alleviate impacts of a development through measures designed to restore or compensate for what is lost.
OUTSLOPE: A method of tread grading that leaves the outside edge of a hillside trail lower than the inside to shed water.
PLAN: A graphic depiction of a development including trail alignment, drainage features, setbacks, easements, grades and the like.
PRISM: The trails cross-section as a whole.
PRIVATE TRAIL: A trail that exists or is designated and is on private property, perhaps is in a private easement. In many cases, such as in the Four Seasons
Subdivision, the trail is private but use is not limited because most residences are rented short-term, making use open to all the visitors in the area.
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RADIUS: An arc or curve that connects two straight trail segments in order to provide smooth horizontal alignment.
REVEGETATION: The process of replacing or adding vegetation to a disturbed site in order to prevent erosion and promote improved aesthetics. This contrasts
with landscaping, which is the process of creating a higher level of revegetation, primarily for aesthetics.
RIPARIAN ZONE: The land and vegetation immediately adjacent to a body of water, such as a river, lake, or other natural perpetual watercourse.
ROAD BASE: A graded material, made from crushed river sediment of cobbles and silt obtained from a gravel pit, consisting of 3/4" minus rock and fines to a
specified design gradation.
ROCK BINDERS: The natural cements in rock dust.
SEDIMENT: Any material transported or deposited by water, including soil and debris or other foreign matter.
SETBACK: The open space between a trail and environmentally sensitive area, structure or roadway that creates a buffer to reduce impact to the trail or the adjacent
structure or property.
SHARED LANE: A facility where bicyclists and motorists share the outside travel lanes without any special bikeway designation or pavement marking.
SHOULDER BIKEWAYS: Are similar to shared lanes but offer a space outside the traveled way, typically separated by an outside lane stripe.
SIDEWALK: This is a path or walkway along a road that is normally attached to the edge of the road. It is defined in the Town Engineering Standards as a six-foot
wide surface, recommended to be constructed of exposed aggregate concrete.
SIGHT DISTANCE: Refers to the distance a trail user can safely and clearly observe the trail ahead of him or intersecting roads and trails.
SIGNIFICANT VEGETATION: Rare plants, riparian vegetation and specimen trees.
SLOPE: The slope of the original hillside through which a trail is being built. Referred to as X slope or cross slope by some trail builders.
SOCIAL TRAIL: A trail that develops through use and usually meets few (if any) design and construction standards.
SOFT SURFACE TRAIL: This is a multi-use developed trail, with some form of applied surface (usually crusher fines or road base), which receives or potentially
receives considerable use. It is intended to be more rural than the paved pathways, but is urban in that it passes through or links developed properties. It is sometimes
found along open space areas or streams in open space.
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SOFT SURFACE PATHWAY (SECONDARY): A pathway that is narrower. It is normally a local trail that leads to a destination within an area.
SPECIMEN TREE: A distinctive, healthy tree, which is of high value because it is a particularly impressive or unusual example of a species. A specimen tree possesses
one or more of the following comparatively outstanding attributes: size, age, shape or any other trait that epitomizes the character of the species.
STANDARDS: A set of rules or principles used as a basis for development requirements which set out a minimum level of construction or behavior.
STREAM CROSSING: A trail crossing a body of running water at grade without the use of a developed structure or bridge.
SUPERELEVATION: The banking of trails (paved or soft surface) to accommodate the speed at which traveled by bike through a curve.
SUBGRADE: The base material which supports the surface material on a hard surface pathway or soft surface trail.
SUSTAINABLE TRAILS: Trails which require little rerouting and minimal maintenance over extended periods of time and can support currently planned and future
uses with minimal impact to the natural systems of the area.
SWITCHBACK: A sharp turn in a trail to reverse the direction of travel and to gain elevation. The landing is the turning portion of the switchback. The approaches
are the trail sections upgrade and downgrade from the landing.
TRAIL: Linear route on land or water with protected status and public access for recreation or transportation purposes.
TRAILHEAD: The start or end of a trail often accompanied by various public facilities such as parking or signage.
TRAVERSE: To ascend a slope by flowing diagonally up and across in lieu of the more direct up and over approach.
TREAD: The travel surface of a trail.
TURNPIKE: Tread made stable by raising trail bed above wet, boggy areas by placing mineral soil over fabric between parallel side logs. Turnpikes must be crowned
to provide drainage.
UNSURFACED TRAIL: Unsurfaced trails (a.k.a. backcountry or rough trails) should provide access to open space, neighborhoods and other trails. They are usually
located in less developed areas, should blend with their surroundings and should require little maintenance with only a few drainage structures.
VERTICAL CLEARANCE: The height above the tread which must be cleared to allow for safe passage.
WALL (RETAINING): Log or rock construction to support trail tread or retain back slope.
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WATERBAR: A drainage structure for turning water, composed of an out sloped segment of tread leading to a barrier placed at a 45 percent angle to the trail, usually
made of log or stone. Water flowing down the trail will be diverted by the out slope or, as a last resort, by the barrier.
WETLANDS: Areas including but not limited to lakes, streams, ponds, areas of seasonal standing water, areas with a predominance of wetland vegetation (such as
willows, rushes or sedges), or areas with boggy soils. Wetlands do not include areas that are saturated solely by the application of agricultural irrigation water. Manmade
lakes or ponds built for the purpose of detaining runoff are not considered wetlands in the context of these regulations.
WILDLIFE AND PLANT HABITAT: Vegetation and landforms which are key to sustaining a healthy plant and animal community.
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Appendix B
Trail Ordinances
Trail Ordinances: Draft Ordinance # 1308
SEC. 17-12. RULES FOR CLEAR CREEK TRAIL SYSTEM.
A) Definitions:
1) Clear Creek Trail System shall mean any pathway, whether in City limits or not, constructed on City, or public lands which is not a dedicated street or alley and is
cited in the Master Trails Plan or has been adopted by the City of Buffalo.
B) General Rules for Entire Path System (see C-F for additional trail section rules).
Permitted:

Foot travel
Bicycle touring, Mountain biking,
Mountain skateboards, Nordic skiing,
Strollers, ADA mobility units
Fishing, wildlife viewing. Picnicking
Dogs on leash.
Dogs are allowed off leash at designated areas only (see F).

Not Allowed:

Motorized vehicles.
Horseback riding.
Campfires
Overnight camping.
Littering/Paintball
Fireworks/Firearms

C) Rules for Veteran’s Home Pasture and Veteran’s Lane
All general rules apply.
Additional rule: No dogs allowed
D) Rules for Main Street Sidewalk Access/Historic Walking Tour
All general rules apply.
Additional rules: No Skateboards, No Bikes.
E) Rules for West Fetterman Street Access
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All general trail rules apply.
Additional rule: No skateboards
F)

Designated off-leash Dog Areas
Old Crippled Children’s Camp
Mountain Plains Heritage Park, south of Stockyard Road

H) Any person violating any provisions of the ordinance shall, upon conviction or a plea of guilty, be subject to a fine not to exceed $100.00. (Ord. 1081, 11/89)
THE BUFFALO TRAILS BOARD
§ 2B-1.
§ 2B-2.
§ 2B-3.
§ 2B-4.
§ 2B-5.

Purpose.
Definitions.
Appointment of Board.
General powers and duties.
Construction.

SEC. 2B-1. PURPOSE.
It is hereby declared and determined that an advisory Board is necessary to develop and maintain a comprehensive plan for the maintenance and development of the City of
Buffalo’s Clear Creek Trail System in order to provide a public non-motorized transportation network, to enhance recreation, dedicate open space and value historical
resources for the City of Buffalo, and to maintain, improve, and redevelop aesthetic values attributable to existing and proposed multi-use trails in the City’s Master Trails Plan.
(Ord. 1073, §1. 6/89) (R.O. 1278. § 4. 17/07)
SEC. 2B-2. DEFINITIONS.
For the purpose of this section, the following words and terms, whenever used or referred to in this section, shall have the following respective meanings unless different
meanings clearly appear from the context:
A) Board shall mean the Buffalo Trails Board created pursuant to the provisions of this section and said Board shall be legally designated the Buffalo Trails Board.
B) The Buffalo Trails Board shall be authorized to work on trails-related issues within the City limits of the City of Buffalo, City property, and in cooperation with state and
federal agencies on public lands. The Buffalo Trails Board shall mean the interest in land or properties consisting of officially recognized segments of the City’s Clear Creek
Trail System, and will include such structures, facilities and improvements necessary and convenient for the development and maintenance of the said trail system and for the
promotion and development of scenic and aesthetic qualities, transportation, commerce and recreational opportunities afforded by the Clear Creek Trail System of Buffalo.
(Ord. 1073, §2. 6/89)(R.O. 1278. § 4. 17/07)
C)

Council shall mean the City Councilpersons of the City of Buffalo.
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D) Mayor shall mean the Mayor of the City of Buffalo.
E)

Persons shall mean any individual, combination of individuals, partnerships or corporations.

SEC. 2B-3. APPOINTMENT OF BOARD.
The Mayor of the City of Buffalo, with the advice and consent of the City Council, shall appoint the Buffalo Trail Board consisting of at least three (3) and not more than nine
(9) members. The members appointed to serve on said Commission shall be persons owning title to real property or residing within the City of Buffalo, Wyoming; with
exception of one (1) board member to be appointed at the discretion of the County Commissioners. The term for the appointment of each member shall be four (4) years.
Term of office shall be from January 1st to December 31st of said year or years. The Commission shall meet at least quarterly in accordance with any of the requirements of
State of Wyoming law. Any Board member may be removed from office by the Mayor. Board members shall receive no salary. All terms shall be staggered in accordance
with the initial appointment. (Ord. 1073, §3. 6/89)
SEC. 2B-4. GENERAL POWERS AND DUTIES.
The Board is hereby vested with the power to adopt rules for its own organization and manner in which the business of the Board shall be conducted. The Board shall initially
appoint a chairperson, vice-chairman and secretary of the Board.
The Board shall have such further powers necessary to accomplish the purpose of this section, including, but not limited to, the following:
A) The Board may conduct fact-finding and informational hearings as may be prescribed by its rules and make proposals to the governing body of the City of Buffalo that will
meet its purpose and the purposes for which the Commission is engaged.
B) The Board shall prepare and propose a plan of development for public facilities and other improvements to public and private property, including site preparation, and
construction which may be necessary or appropriate to the execution of any development plan which, in the opinion of the Board, will aid and improve the Clear Creek Trail
System.
C) The Board shall investigate, compile and recommend applications to proper federal, state and county offices or agencies or to any other source for grants, guarantees, or
other financial assistance in the aid of the operation, maintenance, construction, and development of the Buffalo Master Trail’s Plan.
D) The Board may make investigative studies and recommendations to the governing body of the City of Buffalo for the growth, modification, and development of said Clear
Creek Trail System which will enable the City of Buffalo to meet the purposes as defined herein.
E) In cooperation with City Boards, Boards that include City appointees and community organizations develop long-range plans designed to carry out the plans of the Board
and to promote the purposes herein declared, and implement education and public relations to fully implement such plans.
F) Trail System Maintenance: The Board shall fulfill maintenance duties as outlined in the current Master Trails Plan regarding the safety and appearance of the trail system
and shall coordinate with the City Public Works department.
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G) Budget: The Board shall prepare and submit on or before the first day of March of each year to the governing body a proposed budget for the ensuing fiscal year. Said
budget shall be subject to alteration, modification or revision by the governing body and after being approved by them, shall be adopted as a fiscal plan for the Board for the
ensuing year. Any expenditures by the Board must meet all the requirements of the rules and regulations concerning purchasing as adopted by the purchasing policy of the
governing body of the City of Buffalo.
SEC. 2B-5. CONSTRUCTION.
The provisions of this section shall be liberally construed and interpreted to effect the declared purposes as set forth herein. (Ord. 1053, 2/87)
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Appendix C
Trail Etiquette

General Rules for All Trail Users
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Stay on existing trails
Avoid wet and muddy conditions
Know the individual trail rules, regulations and special concerns of the area
Obey gate closures and signs
Pass others with care
Let others know you are about to pass
Respect the rights of others, regardless of their mode, speed, or skill level
Do not block the trail
Keep the trail clean
Slower traffic has the right of way
Keep right, except when passing
Do not trespass
Do not disturb the wildlife

Who yields the trail?
o
o
o
o
o

Faster users yield to slower ones
Downhill users yield to uphill users
Bicyclists yield to walkers
All trail users yield to equestrians
Before passing another trail user, be courteous and make your approach known well in advance. A friendly greeting, Hello, passing on
your left,” or ringing a bell is considerate and works well.
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Bicyclists
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Ride slowly single file when passing or when being passed
Yield right of way to all users
Maintain traction; skidding causes damage to the trail
Do not ride in the mud or on trails where ruts are created by your tires
Stay on the trail
Control your bike
Be ready to stop
Do not ride around waterbars
Downhill riders yield to uphill riders
Control your speed!
Give a verbal, non-threatening audible warning when passing

Dog Owners
o Pick up after your dog, use dog waste stations
o Obey individual trail rules as pertain to dogs
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Appendix D
Public Input/
Letters of Support

Public Comment
April and May City Trail Open House
April 21, 2008 and May 19, 2008
Attendance:

20 (April)
58 (May)
Handouts collected: 20 (April)
69 (May)

o

Buffalo Area Trails System would reflect a future-looking approach
to anticipating the participation by a county trails entity. When the
system expands to include a trail along French Creek Road to Bud
Love, for example, Clear Creek Trail System doesn't fit.

o

Keep looking forward! Anticipate the expansion to and inclusion of
the county. Susan Theune

o

I believe Clear Creek Trail System is fairly descriptive of the current
system. However, the Trails Plan is intended to be forward-looking
and provide guidance for the future. In the purpose statement,
coordination with county, state, and federal entities is mentioned.
Incorporating Clear Creek Trail System into a region-wide network is
also alluded to. Providing a name such as Greater Buffalo Area
Trails would broaden the areas that could be included by the name. I
think this would do three things: 1) help bridge the city/county
conflicts by making it an area-wide system (maybe encouraging the
county to support the trails plan), 2) it would mesh well with the idea
of a statewide trail system, and 3) by making it more inclusive rather
than a trail-specific system, we could enhance our position when
seeking money through grants or highway monies. Frank Pratt

2.
o
o

Individual trail names:
OK with Board recommendation: (19 total)
With theses names at least you know where they are if one has lived
here a long time and even new people could find with little fuss in
and around Buffalo

1. Trail system Name:
Buffalo/Johnson County Trail System (1 total)
Clear Creek Trail System: (21 total)
Need a more inclusive name (1 total)
Buffalo Area Trail System (2 total)
Clear Creek Mountain Bike Trail System (1 total)
o

No trail should be named after elected persons (alive or dead). Paul
and Nancy Barfield

o

I would like to see our trail system given a broader name than Clear
Creek Trail System. I think something like “The Greater Buffalo
Area Trails System” provides “buy in” from a larger group of people
(ie. those not necessarily living in the city, but living in the area.)
Also it allows us to establish trails that might not connect at the
present time to the existing trails. An example of this might be the
Pipeline Trail out by the new water tank. To me, Clear Creek Trail is
an established trail in the Greater Area Trails System. Lois Petersen
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o

o

o
o

o

Need to do a wrap around trail on the south side of Clear Creek –
drawing included
I like the regional area naming, so trails are more identifiable and easy
to locate (more for residents than visitors) but works for all
Need to have winter trail names: reference to Greenbelt)
Greenbelt is an area not a trail name
Mountain Plains Heritage Park Trails
Change William J Mentock to C.C. Mountain Bike Trail
Klondike Hill: bicycle lane. Steve Hannan
William J. Mentock is a high priority trail access that should be
retained even though a vocal minority of residents have expressed
their opposition. Steve Hannan
Consider adding Trail to William J. Mentock. Steve Harmon
Clear Creek Trail System: great name
William J. Mentock should be named for some historical, prominent
person. If a connection could be made to early pioneers who
constructed the power plant or the ditches or the ditch for logs to go
to the old sawmill—would be more appropriate.
Turkey Lane access: good name; Old Power Plant Loop: good name;
Cold Springs access: good name or Jake’s Trail—Jake walked this trail
for past 10 years (on 2 comment forms)
Turkey Lane access, Old Power Plant Loop, McNeese access, Cold
Springs access/Jake’s trail: good names
I think what you are now referring to as Greenbelt Trail is just part of
Clear Creek Trail, so let’s just call it by what it is – Clear Creek Trail
and if you need more specifics to describe that section, it’s the
section of CCT along the greenbelt. Tiny additions to the main trail
should not be given new trail names, but just called accesses – ie
Klondike Access, Cedar Access. If established trails such the
Klondike Trail become connected to the Clear Creek Trail they can
be named something like Klondike Trail Spur or Loop. But a bunch
of tiny access routes or small sections of an established trail getting
new trail names seems more than confusing to me. McNeese
trailhead? Where’s that? Lois Petersen
Greenbelt is an area. Rather than a "zillion" names for each section
of trail (some are exceedingly short), use just a trail name and THE

o

access on maps and kiosks. Lots of names and figures are confusing
to tourists and new trails users. Locals know the trails and don't need
all the minutia. Susan Theune
I believe naming portions of the trail takes away from the idea of an
integrated trail system falling under a common purpose and plan.
Multiple names for the basically the same pathway makes it appear
that the trail system has been created in bits and pieces. The idea of
naming the access points is a good idea as it provides a reference
point for entering or exiting the system. People can plan on meeting
at an access point and be confident they will get together. If multiple
names are to be used, I would recommend that a named segment be
at least 1.75 mi (3k) long and have definite start and end points.
Loops could also be named, but again I would recommend the loop
be at least 1.75 mi. long before being found worthy of a name. Frank
Pratt

3. Mission Statement:
o Good
o Enable people to bike safely to and from work—make a “greener”
city by having a well planned trail system
o I like
o Sounds good
o OK
o Leave as is
o Think of another word for enjoyment
o Right on!!
o Sounds good
o I agree
o Keep it
o Fine
o The trail plan should make a provision to have trails taken out of the
system if the trail shows it is not in the best interest of the
community around it
o I am not sure I understand the term “multi-use.” Is it defined
somewhere? Does it need to be? Does multi-use mean pedestrian,
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o

o

horse, camel? Are bicycles included? Can I bow hunt, rifle hunt,
grow my garden, dig holes in the trail?
Short and sweet. I would like to see the word healthful added before
enjoyment, but can live without that change as long as community
health and/or fitness is emphasized in the Trail Purpose section. Lois
Petersen
Nice! Succinct. Frank Pratt

o

o
o
o
o

4. Trail Benefits
Protect natural resources: 940
Quality of Life: 780
Provide and expand recreational experiences: 770
Promote safe and secure environments for recreation: 700
Improve health and well-being in the community (lower
community health care costs):430
Improve transportation by providing non-motorized choices for
residents and visitors: 380
Strengthen “regional destination” identity and attract tourists:
270
Strengthen community: 230
Preserve and highlight cultural and historical resources: 220
Support economic development and improve the local
economy:160
Provide educational opportunities: 160
Decrease air pollution: 110
Increase cultural unity: 90

Yes; stop removing rocks from the Turkey Lane section—leave it
natural, less rocks=higher bike speeds. This section should be
natural and rugged or remove rocks from parking area to Castle only.
Yes
It is very nice to have a choice of trail surfaces. So many parts can be
accessible to all ages and abilities.
Agree
These portray potential conditions. At this time I am significantly
concerned about the William J. Mentock portion of the trail. This is
unique part of the present or future system that probably cannot be
duplicated. I would suggest that the trail surface be as close to its
present form as possible. Gravel, sand or other hard surface
improvements would significantly reduce the ambiance of this trail. I
also believe that continuing work needs done on this part of the trail
to deal with erosion. One needs a lot of water bars and other erosion
control. That need is going to increase as it is used more.

Secondary Hard Surface
o These surfaces and specs would be great for bike riding. Joyce
Gammon
o Good
o OK
o Trail Board Recomm.
o As per Trail Board Recommendations
Primary Soft Surface
o Good
o OK
o Trail Board Recomm.
o Mountain Biking and Hunting access
o As per Trail Board Recommendations

5. Trail Classifications
Primary Hard Surface
o Good
o OK
o Trail Board Recomm.
o As per Trail Board Recommendations

Secondary Soft Surface
o Preferred choice
o Good
o OK
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o
o
o

Can we bring the 24” width to 18”?
As per Trail Board Recommendations
This should be the primary trail type with areas of Primary Soft and
Unsurfaced as topo warrants. Jim Verplande

o
o

Unsurfaced
o 2nd best choice, maintenance might be an issue
o The wrap around Upper Clear Creek could be an unsurfaced rough
trail—just keep people off Upper Clear Creek road. A wrap around
trail would be a huge benefit for Buffalo.
o Good
o OK
o Same as (*) 6” surface only
o Unsurfaced trails should be smaller than 24”, less is more (12-18”
max)
o In natural areas
o On turkey Lane access west (on 2 comment forms)

o
o
o
o
o

6. Trail Standards
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Clearly signed, well maintained, safe environment
Design a bike specific trail, timing/times specific per activity, extend
the trail
Must make sure all trails are kept clean and user friendly and safe
I enjoy the different surface treatments on the different types of
trails, allowing for varied use as long as each is maintained meeting its
own needs
OK (on 4 comment forms)
Do not improve beyond secondary soft surface
Must allow for variable creations and kinds of users
Plowing the snow really helps
Same as recommended by the board
Unsurfaced should be primitive and smaller, “less is more”
Trails should reflect the use and topography. Jim Verplande
Should preserve Clear Creek from I-90/E Hwy 16 intersection all the
way through town to the west side of town. As businesses come in

o

o
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along the creek, they tend to degrade the creek. It is important to
preserve the entire length not just the part in town, and then there
would be a good trail in both directions.
No horseback riding on trail---it’s still being done
Trails should keep in mind the land they cross. They should not
interfere with the purpose—not all vacant land is meant to be a
subdivision. Agricultural lands are affected by people and dogs,
horses, and activities associated with those.
I would like to see more waste stations and trash cans
Clean: trash free, dog excrement free, creek trash-free, responsible
dog owners to pick up after their pets
Don’t over-regulate or over-maintain. As a mountain biker, I like
some challenge on the upper trail at Mosier Gulch. Todd Millhouse
Leave the trails alone from Turkey Lane west. Please! Naomi Parkin
Be careful not to make trail standards so high, it becomes too
limiting. For instance, I think there should be more latitude on
grades on soft surface and unsurfaced dirt trails. 8% grade is too
limiting and is not always appropriate for trails that are meant to
attract a variety of walkers. Not |ALL trails need to be
stroller/wheelchair friendly. There are city’s streets with a steeper
grade than 8% which are used regularly, yet people living on those
streets walk them daily. Steeper grades for short stretches also
provide an opportunity for people to vary the degree of intensity on
their walks. Lois Petersen
Be sure that trail standards are flexible enough to include non- urban
trails. A Pipeline Trail, for example, could never meet the 8% grade
standard. (It is doubtful that parts of the Eva Knepper Trail meet
that standard or ever will.) Susan Theune
I agree with the need for trail standards, but I hesitate to support the
idea of “one standard applies everywhere”. As part establishing a
new trail, it should be determined who would be using it and where it
was in relation to business, high use areas, etc. Also the surfacing
should be taken into consideration. Trails in low density residential
areas should not be held to the same standards as a trail through high
density areas or commercial areas of the city. Being able to walk a
varied trail with different grades provides for exercise and variety in

pace. I read somewhere that on unsurfaced trails a grade of up to
20% for short segments, 200 ft. or so, is acceptable. Another
example, curve radii on trails used for strollers and multi-use
purposes should be very different than a hiking trail. Frank Pratt

o
o

o
7. Rule on Dogs
Trail Board recommendations:
• Keep current leash laws (dogs must be on a leash in City parks and on trails);
add language that dogs need to be under control within City limits.
• Keep Veteran’s Home request of “No Dogs” on the Veteran’s Home property.
• No dogs in Mountain Plains Heritage Park wildlife area
• Consider off-leash areas at the Mountain Plains Heritage Park and at the
spillway at the end of William J. Mentock trail as authorized by City Council.
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o

o
o

Require they clean up after their dog or leave them at home, on leash.
Joyce Gammon
On leash-City, No Dogs-Veterans Home, No Dogs-Adjacent to
Private Land, Off leash only where no livestock or conflict with
joggers, bikers, etc.
Enforce current leash laws, okay with the rest
On leash at all times
No to No Dogs on VA land, why no dogs on VA land?
Sounds good
Agree with the Trail Board
OK (on 2 comment forms)
Agree and City should think about a dog park where dog owners can
run dogs off leash
Include in trail system a bicycle officer to enforce the above
recommendations
Keep “no dogs” for Veteran’s Home property as the cattle will get
spooked and stressed
Right on
Clean up after your dog!
Yes

o
o

o
o

o
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All trails should be by leash only, there should be no trails closed to
leashed dogs. Jim Verplande
Provide dog poop disposal bags and receptacles at all trail heads;
Identify some dog park areas within the City limits i.e. the area east of
the labyrinth (Fetterman and Carrington) Steve Harmon
There are 2 problems I have with dog owners: 1. same folks think
they’re above leash laws 2. Same folks will not pick up after their
dogs; I fell that if one can see the pile, even if its 2 feet onto the
verge, pick it up.
Keep the current dogs on leash for park section and allow dogs on
leash in the Veteran’s Home property; Allow dogs off leash from
“castle” to spillway—provided they are under voice control
Dogs under control is very important. Veteran’s Area is often
violated.
Rules and regulations are good---however unless they are enforced,
they do no good. I recognize the problem of who is to do the
enforcement. Example of problem is unleashed dogs in a “leash
needed area” who run at walkers and runners. Possible problem of
getting bitten.
Keep all except dogs permitted in wildlife area only if on leash
Keep current leash laws; Recommend allowing dogs on leash but
insist and enforce leash requirements and cleaning up dog feces.
People ignore the no dogs required on this section and also the leash
and clean up requirement for the rest of the trail system, would like
to see allowing dogs on vet property on leash and assurance of
cleaning up after them with ordinance that’s enforced at least to some
degree (has anyone ever been fined for having dogs on vet home
property/); consider dogs off leash from Mosier Gulch up to spillway
at end of Mentock trail (off leash but under control within City)
Would like to see policing of leash laws currently in effect; what
about the dog feces—who picks it up?
I would like to see the Veteran’s Home allow dogs on leash; we also
need more area where dogs can be off leash; leash law should allow
dogs off leash if under voice control
More areas to have dogs off leash

o

o

o
o

o

o

o

I am a mountain biker and my dad is a runner. We both like to take
our dogs on the Turkey Land to Mosier Gulch Trail. I believe in
using common sense and courtesy when it comes to allowing dogs to
use the trail without a leash. I have biked the trail since its beginning
and have never had any problems. I don’t want to see this privilege
last. Todd Millhouse
Dogs need to be on leashes within City limits; keep Veteran’s Home
request; Turkey Lane trail west up river shouldn’t have leash laws for
dogs. Greenbelt to the Veteran’s Home could remain leash law. WE
walk the trail everyday—clear off dog messes if we see them, never
have been threatened by a dog Naomi Parkin
No leash required on Turkey Lane and West up mountain trails
Allow dogs on Veteran’s Home property, consider off-leash areas at
Mountain Plains and spillway; why not allow dogs on leashes in the
Mountain Plains wildlife area? Paul and Nancy Barfield
Mountain Plains Heritage Park presently allows for dogs on leashes
in the wildlife area and that seems to work fine. I would like dogs to
be off leash in the cabin section and on leash in the wildlife area.
Also, should the Heritage Park trails be incorporated into an AVA
sanctioned walk, as I hope it will be in the near future, that would
give AVA walkers an opportunity to take their dogs on at least one of
the AVA walks we offer here. Clear Creek’s AVA trail doesn’t allow
for dogs due to the close proximity of livestock in the Vet Home
area, although I would like to see that looked at as well. I would
prefer dogs on leashes be allowed if possible, or at least when
livestock is not using that area. Lois Petersen
Currently, there is a sign on the SE entrance to the Wildlife Area that
indicates that dogs are allowed on leash. Keep that the same. Offlease area in the rest of the park is good. This is one of the few areas
close to town that folks use for their dogs. A dog-station is necessary
along with a trash can. Folks will use the trash can because they
don't want to drive with dog-poop in their cars. Susan Theune
I like “dogs under control” language. Maybe a statement about being
considerate pet owners—considerate to others using the trails—by
voluntarily removing dog poop (probably a more scientific term!)

from trails. I’m not advocating for more dog stations—just
consideration by pet owners—I am a pet owner. Susan Palmerlee
8. Miscellaneous:
o
o
o

o

o
o

o
o
o
o

o
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Would love to see more mountain biking opportunities expanded.
Joyce Gammon
Nice set-up and presentation of materials.
Consider a new foot and bicycle path on the west side of Klondike
Street. Also require the state land grazing lease (Spiering) to move
the fence he constructed on the county road right of way so the trail
is not tightly wedged against either the fence or Klondike Drive.
Steve Hannan
I support reconfiguring the Mentock trail as a multi-use trail with
appropriate sight lines for safety and erosion control as necessary.
Steve Hannan
Thanks for the opportunity to comment on this excellent trail system
Steve Hannan
Klondike Hill—should place a white stripe along the trail on the east
side to keep people in vehicles from driving too far on the right side
(On 2 comment forms)
Clear Creek Trail System: Fine/ This is the way it is known to all
now!
Clear cutting from Turkey Lane to Cold Springs and further is
extreme—destroying natural environment Naomi Parkin
At Power plant up river: leash law for dogs is pretty ridiculous since
Greenbelt (Klondike) trail is leash law already Naomi Parkin
No leash law from Turkey Lane access west past Cold Springs; keep
no dogs in Veteran’s Home; I have walked the trail for 20 years and
have never had a confrontation with unfriendly dogs.
My comment relate to Turkey Lane and Bill Mentock Trail; 1. .I
would like to see this trail connect to the Veteran’s Home Trail; 2.
Some on Turkey Lane are upset with increased traffic (a) define
increase, do you mean 10 vehicles per hr X 6 hrs per day? I don’t
believe roads have a limit on the number of vehicles. (b) bicycles, are
people not courteous? They should say passing on the left when

o

o

o

o
o

coming up behind you. (c) Do we need to promote trail etiquette?
(d) Partying in the parking lot, are people breaking the law such as
under age drinking? If so did the complaining party call law
enforcement? 3. Trail issues, (a) horses on trail, if you can identify
the offender notify law enforcement. (b) Noxious weeds, GPS
location, notify weed and pest, give name of species. (c) Graffiti on
old power plant, my suggestion tear it down. Mary Fowlkes, 9
Turkey Lane, Buffalo
Bike lanes: I like the idea of having bike lanes along main streets
where there are no parked cars in the way. I do not support the idea
of putting bike lanes along residential streets because it will be either
hazardous for bikers to weave in and out around parked cars or the
city will have to outlaw parked cars along one side of the street. The
loss of street parking for residents is not a popular idea. On a very
large residential street such as Carrington, it might be possible to
have both street parking AND a dedicated bike lane without hazard,
but not on narrower streets. Lois Petersen
Consider organizing a Friends of MPHP. Their task would be to
keep the dog-station filled with bags, monitor usage and dog-poop
and trail conditions and report to the MPHP Board. That board
advocates for that trail system. Susan Theune
Multi-use trails are essential. By-in from as many groups as possible
provides necessary support. However, at the same time, users may
not be able to use designated trails during "mud season". Temporarily
closing trails is an OK thing to do to preserve trails. A commitment
will be needed for law enforcement assistance and education
regarding good etiquette. Susan Theune
Research wetland precautions for trails in wetland areas. Bruce Hepp
An aside – having heard some of the concerns raised by residents
living out by Turkey Lane, I would like to add my two cents based on
my personal observations. I love the trail that connects Turkey Lane
and Mosier Gulch and use it as often as possible. I have never had
an unpleasant encounter with a biker along the trail. Moreover, I
have walked on many multiuse trails elsewhere and have found that
trail etiquette, when taught and posted, works wonders. The rule is,
keep right except to pass. Faster traffic (joggers, roller bladers,

o

bikers, etc.) pass on the left after simply saying, “Passing on the left.”
If there are problems at the Turkey Lane parking area at times, I have
never witnessed them nor has the friend I know who lives in the
trailer park on Turkey Lane. Still, if the residents of that area are
having trouble with litter and parking congestion on their road,
coupled with lack of help by the city or county in maintaining that
road, then that problem should be addressed either by moving the
main trail head to another location or by providing more parking,
maintenance and security for that lot. My husband and I have
encountered paint ballers but have also never had trouble with them,
although I admit they made me nervous. I would prefer to see them
re-situated away from the trail and the old Power Plant just because
it’s such a neat building and I’d rather see it be restored. Still, I think
they need some place to use paint ball guns for entertainment. Lois
Petersen
I have heard some differing opinions about whether trails should be
designated as hiking, biking, or multi-use trails. I would like to see
the trail system designated as multi-use, non-motorized so that
people can use it year-round in a variety of ways. I have lived in large
cities where the trails were multi-use and the there didn’t seem to be
any more problems than would arise on trails with a single use
designation. Walkers, runners, skiers, bikers, and commuters all can
benefit from well-planned trails. Signage explaining trail courtesy at
access points is a good idea. I use the Mosier Gulch/Turkey Lane
section of the trail and have met bikers on several occasions. I have
found them to be courteous and willing to give the right-of-way to
hikers. Even the paintball enthusiasts have been courteous and
thoughtful of hikers through the old waterworks – if they would only
be as thoughtful of historical structures. Frank Pratt

9. Trail purpose:
o I agree. Paul and Nancy Barfield
o Purpose is clearly defined. Mayor Mike Johnson
o There is not access for Turkey Lane and would be a fire hazard. WE
live there that is not okay with us. You want to go through our
properties. That’s not okay. There is plenty of access at the Old
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o

o

o

Check Station, move it there. The City already owns that land. It is
easier to see right from the highway and could be easier to patrol and
get access to. WE have people on our property fishing and
trespassing now and increased use would be worse. Turkey lane is a
dead-end road, with not through access—vary dangerous. Two cars
cannot safely pass on Turkey Lane.
The trail system needs to incorporate the landowners’ privacy and
personal use of their property in the plan. Agricultural land should
not be invaded by dogs or off-trail users who trespass. Some kind of
vegetative identification should be used before any more brush is cut
down. Native species should not be removed if they are noninvasive. As well, invasive species brought in by trail need to be
identified and removed by a appropriate measures that do not cause
harm to the desired native species. Alternative transportation
methods implies motorized If you mean horses, the trail system
probably is not meant to have trail riders in groups of twenty to be
using it, how do you limit the possible overuse if it is allowed. It
would be hard to police more people and more uses which we know
will come at some point. Do you plan to have rangers like the Forest
Service has to limit the number of people in groups or to have people
apply for permits to use the trail system?
Possible additions include: sustainable design (built in a manner that
requires little to no maintenance); diversity: 1.0 Introduction (draft pg
8, last sentence) “standardized trail linkage”—in standardizing the
trails—you are not targeting a diverse population—the current
system has gravel, paved, and single track portions meeting more
people’s individual needs. Universal access—not completely
necessary on the entire trail system—like not all bathrooms stalls
have to be accessible not all trails in the system do—just one stall per
bathroom. Please keep some areas with unsurfaced trails. Heather
Dawson
Diversity of the trail system should be one of its greatest assets. As it
is laid out currently, there are paved, graveled, and single track
sections within the system. I personally value the experience that
single-track trail provides with regards to a more natural experience.
Paved and gravel trails have their place for those who need the easier

o

o

access that those surfaces provide. Maintaining a balance of surface
types within the trail system should be a critical component of the
master plan. Sections of the trail that are currently single-track
should be left as they are. Jeff Shideman
Looks good except that it seems from your use of the title, “Clear
Creek Trails System”, that you have already settled on that being the
name. I still think something broader would be better for the reasons
stated above. Lois Petersen
The purpose statement looks good. I would like to see the term
“recreation” included in the purpose statement. I believe many
people use the trails for recreational purposes. Possible wording:
Offering alternative transportation methods, encouraging healthy
lifestyles, providing recreational opportunities and contributing to a
high quality of life are priorities of the Clear Creek Trail System.
Frank Pratt

10. Trail logo:
o

o
o
o

o
o
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Keep Buffalo as primary logo—prefer the name of Buffalo Trails
System. Include if possible mountains and water. Mayor Mike
Johnson
I like the existing logo. It fits the trail system well. Deane Bjerke
I support the current logo with whatever updates are needed. Good,
recognizable logo—no need to change. Peggy Bjerke
The Bison logo is great the way it is. However, with plans for an
area-wide trail system, the name should reflect all of Buffalo. Then,
each section of trail could be named to reflect its location, i.e. “clear
creek trail.” I’m pleased to see that you already had this in mind. Jeff
Shideman
Yes, I like the current logo. Paul and Nancy Barfield
I like the Buffalo fine and think it would look even better with
Greater Buffalo Area Trails instead of Clear Creek Trail System
written on it. Lois Petersen

o


Current logo Ok with Buffalo Area Trails System on it. Simply
NEVER refer to the trails by the acronym. Nobody I know refers to
the current name as CCTS! Susan Theune
Keep the Buffalo! I would like to see mountains, and possibly a
creek, included in the logo. The Big Horn Mountains are associated
with Buffalo and the area touts the Big Horns as a tourist
opportunity. I believe the inclusion of mountains on the logo would
provide a visual connection that would encourage use of the trails.
Frank Pratt

o

11. Trail Improvements:
o

o

o

o

o

Hunting along the Clear Creek trail (Greenbelt) makes me very
nervous. Don’t think steps down to the creek at the Veteran’s Home
Fenceline are necessary. Would like access to the Veteran’s Home
part of the trail for walkers with dogs during the winter when there
are no cattle on the property. It’s a wonderful 5-mile round trip. I
certainly hope shade trees will be planted at the Greenbelt pond by
the benches and that the Russian olive destruction will be replaced
with something. Paul and Nancy Barfield
East parking lots—Turkey Lane; add gates close parking lot 10 pm-6
am, use county sheriff/city police to open and close (already out on
patrol, no added cost).
Paintball and hunting are important to me as a parent of young
children. I don’t think horses need to be prohibited from trails,
unless it’s a matter of picking up what they left behind. Any efforts
Buffalo can use to further draw attention to the trails and increase
use are good ones.
Add “Stay right” for walkers and bikers on all signs. Add more “no
dogs” signs at Veteran’s Home. Consider restrooms at Vet’s Home
and Turkey Lane. Motion camera at Old Power plant is great idea. It
all looks great. Perhaps co-operation to develop even further to the
west? Connect to the Forest Service trail system so you could
backpack from the city? Any interest in developing trails earlier than
development? If you build it-they will come. Eric Van Auren

o

There is no need to update or further restrict the leash law on the
Mentock section of trail. I enjoy trail running and mountain biking
with my dog on this section. I’ve always had a leash with me and
made a point to control my dog when meeting others on the trail. In
my experience that has been the norm with the other dog owners I
have met on the trail. Personal responsibility and self-policing by
trail users will be more acceptable to me than an unenforceable
“leash law.” Law enforcement (PD and SO) have better things to do
than crack down on those who let their dogs off-leash on trail outside
of city-limits. Jeff Shideman
Restrooms – would like to see a port-a-potty installed near the
parking area of Mountain Plains Heritage Park as well as a dog waste
station. Old Power Plant – Approve some other place for paint ball
enthusiasts to go. Lois Petersen
I am a big proponent of fewer regs. rather than more—some of my
comments may not apply if there are particular or legal reasons for
some of the regulations—dog waster stations: my experience on
other trails is that (particularly on running trails) people drop the
baggies by the trail and don’t pick them up on their return—
definitely not as much of a problem on a non-loop trail—still,
someone has to collect bags from garbage and empty—Mountain
plains—good spot for a one, Mosier Gulch—ok but maybe not
necessary—Turkey Lane would not put one up. Maybe suggesting
consideration and voluntary removal from trail. What is the purpose
for hours for parking lots? There must be a reason for a camera at
the Old Power Plant? I missed seeing that at the meeting, must be
for vandalism and historic preservation? Seems extreme. Susan
Palmerlee

12. Trail sign standard:
o
o
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Good idea. There needs to be order and regulation of the process.
Great idea. Signage should indicate multi-use trail usage. You may
need to include some info regarding YAK encounters as they tend to
make there way to the spillway.

o
o

Is this paid for by WYO funds or??
This is fine. Paul and Nancy Barfield

13. Trail maintenance:
o No independent work by the Trail Board. Members should be
allowed only scheduled trail work days. 3 week notice given so public
can be involved.
o Sounds like a good plan to me!
o All of the work items are excellent and done in a timely fashion to
complete the year’s trail care!
o Be sure to identify noxious weeds—do not let overspray kill native
species. The brush cutting on Mentock trail has been somewhat
extensive. It appears as all brush was cut regardless of being
desirable or undesirable. Please try to keep some unique natives.
Cydney and John Long

o
o

14. City New Trail Approval Process:
o Good plan—a longer approval process is better than a shorter one
because it reduces the chances of errors. Very specific and wellorganized application.
o I believe that great difficulty will exist in developing a trail system if
every easement requires 100% adjacent property owners approval.
Some people will just not go along with anything. What does
“adjacent” mean? 50 feet from the trail, 100 feet, ½ mile? The good
of the community will not be served by letting a few people stop
progress. Bill Dooley
o If you place picnic tables and garbage cans you need to also provide a
public restroom at certain areas! More signs of all kinds. Maintain
Turkey lane parking area. Placement of Corps of Engineers Bridge.
Need informational signs. Keep horses, cattle, sheep, and hogs off
the trail.
o The trail plan should have a method of delisting trails if the
landowners, city, or county deems the trail undesirable. Increase use
or “improvements” are not always welcome. I would like to see
consultation of the local landowners before more people or increased
usage is formed. It would be nice to be able to limit usage in some

areas. Note: The rule on “no dogs” on the Mentock trail has not
been adhered to. It is not even mentioned on the “Rule on Dogs.”
It is posted at the trailhead as “dogs on leashed.” I understand it was
no to have dogs at all as published in the trails brochure. Who will
police the current recommendations let alone any future limitations.
Current contact with landowners for new trail construction should be
improved. 100% of property owners 100% agree to the easement.
The requirements for establishing a new trail appear to be more
stringent in some ways than putting in a new sub-division. Two
proposals particularly standout: 1) contacting any landowner within
300 feet of a proposed trail is more stringent than the requirement
for putting in a subdivision which has a bigger footprint than a trail
would have on an adjacent neighborhood. 2) requiring 100%
approval of adjacent property owners is also more stringent than
developers of subdivisions face. If an easement already exists, then
the use of that easement should be determined by the entity holding
that easement rather than an individual owning property abutting the
easement. What happens to trails that are proposed in residential
areas where homes are being bought and sold? Can a proposed trail
be put on hold, or negated, by the sale of a home? A pre-application
meeting should be a requirement of any entity wishing to establish a
trail. A bit of pre-planning saves time and frustration down the road.
Frank Pratt

15. Revised Master Trail Map:
o Insist that the trail west of Old Highway 87 be removed and the trail
connection transferred to Bethel Road. Virginia and Kelly McBride
o Great additions—however some proposed areas are not feasible
given private property and conservation easements. How recent are
the aerial photos? Move Turkey lane parking lot along Highway 16.
Heather Dawson
o Move parking lot up Highway 16 where old Check Station location
was. Remove trail from Turkey Lane to new parking lot. Rob
Lueders
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o

o

Trail pops out on Main Street and directs people north, by passing
the bulk of Main Street—could a loop be added or directional signs
for the south end of Main Street!
It is very helpful and beneficial to be able to see a plan for trails in
this community. Even if the proposed routes are not possible to
develop at this time due to their location relative to private land
holdings, having a plan in place should those open areas turn into
housing developments in the future helps assure that those moving
into those new developments will have access to the trail system. It
will also help developers to meet their responsibility to design their
plats in coordination with a trail plan. Also, I appreciate the effort to
plan looped trails that allow users to travel in a circle rather than
straight out and back on the same route. The Master Trails Map
needs to include the Wildlife Area trails of Mountain Plains Heritage
Park. I did not see the trails in that section outlined on your map, yet
they provide not only good walking but access to signage pertinent to
railroad history and the wildlife of this part of the country. Not to be
missed. I would like to see Eva Knepper Trail not only part of the
city trail system, but also connected to Klondike Trail, which should
in turn connect with Clear Creek Trail. I would also like to see the
Pipeline Trail developed as a city trail. Lois Petersen
Being able to see a map of what may be the trail system for the area is
a big help in planning development for the area. Even if
development of the proposed trails is several years in the future, the
city has taken a step in the right direction in dealing with developers.
It will require developers to include amenities that will help link
residential areas of the community. Responsible development is
supposedly one of the requirements placed on developers by the city.
The Planning Commission is to look at how the new sub-division
impacts existing neighborhoods as well as the greater Buffalo
community. I would like to see the Heritage Park trails included as
part of the Master Trails Plan. Connecting Fort Street with French
Creek Road via a trail following the new waterline easement would
benefit alternative travel from the north and northwest areas being
developed. I know there has been some local interest already
expressed about having this as a trail. Frank Pratt

16. Do you feel that a Master Trail Plan is important? Why or why not?
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
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It is important because with time the level of volunteer work will
change depending upon the individuals involved. With a plan,
regular care and planning can outlast individuals.
Yes, a plan is important in order to prioritize what is to be done and
in what order it should be done.
Very important. Protect from developers.
Yes, provides some continuity and gives the Board some direction
and guidelines for future development.
No I do not; I feel that more of a need is to provide a “walking path”
to the new schools. There is not even a sidewalk for the High
Schoolers to walk on. Additionally, there is plenty of work around
town as far as streets, etc. that money needs to be spent on. We have
existing walking trails to be used, spend it on the core of this
community! The existing trails that you already have are not
maintained now how do you think you will be able to focus on that
much more. The existing trail on Turkey lane now goes right past
the water treatment plant. Let someone throw something in there are
you would be affecting the wealth of this whole community. There is
not law enforcement patrol on Turkey lane trail now! If a child is
ever adducted they are gone over the mountains immediately. Also,
there are many youngsters getting on and off the bus at the Turkey
lane entrance dangerous with all the traffic for one and dangerous for
kids all the way around. Buffalo sits at the foot of the mountains the
way it is where there are passages to natural, recreational, cultural,
historic, and scenic resources, healthy lifestyles and a high quality of
life. Turkey Lane is owned by us and we don’t want the liability of
someone hurt. Your mission statement should read: Maintain and
patrol existing paths before worry about anymore.
No, don’t have enough people to support it all and no one smart
enough to operate.
Yes, guides efforts and provides public understanding of objectives
and opportunity for input.

o

o
o

o

o

Awesome concepts. It would be wonderful to have more
connectivity east-west and north-south. This would help alleviate
perceptions of too much traffic or parking issues, e.g. Turkey Lane.
Extension along reek past vet’s home would be most welcome.
There will always be complainers but the answer should be “how”
not “cannot do.” Please keep up the good work.
Of course! If in 10, 20, 30 years there is no Master Plan anyone who
comes along can do as they see fit.
Yes! It needs to be well-planned. Maybe modeled after some Forest
Service or BLM plans where EIS are presented. We all know there
will be more people in the future—look how many more people
there are in the last five years using trails. Where is it all headed?
It is a good idea with great intentions—I like having more trails—but
keep it diverse! Not all gravel or paved or single track—different
trails for different purposes.
Definitely. Without a vision that is based upon public input, long
term management of area trails becomes disorganized and
unproductive.

o

o
o
o

o
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Yes—hopefully it will allow the Trail Board to add and maintain trails
by applying for grants with a professional approach. Also it is very
important as a tool to make developers grant easements for future
trails. By having the master plan the Trail Board can plan for the
future growth that will inevitably happen in and around Buffalo.
Trails benefit for a lot of reasons, health, keep users off roadways,
nation-wide they enhance value to area they are in.
Yes. Need it in place for existing trails and future proposed
expansion.
A Master Plan is essential. Haphazard development is not a good
thing and that is what happens when thought and input is not
provided. The future is now: there is no time like the present.
Master plans provide objectives and guidelines so that wheels do not
need to be reinvented. Simply put: no plan-no implementation; no
implementation, no trails (or parks or anything else!). Susan Theune
Yes—it is a major enhancement to the Town of Buffalo, both in
terms of needs of today’s residents and as an important feature for
future development. Susan Palmerlee
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Appendix E
Memorandums of
Understanding/
Land Patent
The following are the Memorandums of Understanding and assorted agreements for the Clear Creek Trail System:
•

Memorandum of Understanding between Johnson County Sheriff and Buffalo Police Department for Extraterritorial Enforcement
Term of MOU: one month beyond the current term of office of Johnson County Sheriff.
Existing MOU signed by Sheriff Steve Kozisek

•

Memorandum of Understanding Between the Board of County Commissioners Johnson County, Wyoming; City of Buffalo, Wyoming;
and the U.S. Department of Interior, Bureau of Land Management, Wyoming regarding Canyon Park—Mosier Gulch Area. February
1990.
Term of MOU: Effective as soon as signed. Any party may withdraw from the MOU by giving 30 days written notice to the other
parties.

•

Memorandum of Understanding between Johnson County Board of County Commissioners and the United States by and through the
District Manager Bureau of Land Management, Casper Wyoming, U.S. Department of the Interior. September 5, 1978.
Term of MOU: Effective as soon as signed and shall continue in force unless formally terminated by either party after thirty (30)
days notice in writing.

•

Growth Management Agreement and Memorandum of Understanding between the City of Buffalo, Wyoming and Johnson County,
Wyoming.
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Term of MOU: Any party to this agreement may be released from this agreement by providing 60 days written notice to the other.
If the City is released from this agreement or a portion thereof, County regulations will solely control the affected area.
•

Clear Creek Mountain Park Plan of Development

•

Turkey Lane Road Easement Agreement

•

Land Patent
Patent Number: 49-83-0027
City of Buffalo, Wyoming is entitled to a Land Patent pursuant to the Recreation and Public
Purposes Act, as amended, 43 U.S.C. 869, 869-1 (1976), for the following described lands: Sixth Principal Meridian, Wyoming Tps. 50
and 51 N., R. 82 W., Parcel A. Containing 260.84 acres.
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Appendix F
Index of maps, tables,
charts, figures, photos
Map 1: Clear Creek Trail System
Map 2: The three-mile planning area boundary with Johnson County
Map 3: Civic nodes and Trail System
Map 4: City of Buffalo Master Trails Map 2008
Map 5: Clear Creek Trail System and Leash Regulations
Map 6: Clear Creek Trail System: East
Map 7: Clear Creel Trail System: West
Map 8: Clear Creek Trail System Parking Areas
Map 9: Clear Creek Trail System and Slope Information
Map 10: Open Space Map: City Parks and Property
Table 1: Population figures for Johnson County
Table 2: Land use summary for Buffalo
Table 3: Landowners in Johnson County
Table 4: Sales tax collections in Johnson County Fiscal Year 2006
Table 5: Maintenance duties
Table 6: Maintenance duties
Table 7: Maintenance duties
Table 8: Maintenance duties
Table 9: Speed and sight distance
Table 10: Trail user average speeds
Table 11: Description of topography grade
Table 12: Recommended grade length restrictions by slope class
Table 13: Grade break
Table 14: Spacing between water bars

pg 14
pg 14
pg 15
pg 16
pg 52
pg 53
pg 54
pg 55
pg 74
pg 75
pg 78
pg 79
pg 83
pg 84
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Chart: How do you rate Buffalo: Bike and Walking Paths?
Chart: How do you rate Buffalo: Activities for children?
Chart: How do you rate Buffalo: Activities for adults?
Chart: Are more recreational facilities needed in Buffalo?
Chart: Alternatives to automobile travel should be encouraged?

pg 18
pg 18
pg 19
pg 19
pg 20

Figure 1: Trail patterns vary to fit the recreational and transportation purpose
and the property’s physical characteristics
Figure 2: Examples of subsurface drainage techniques
Figure 3: Culverts can be used to cross deep streams or ditches and to assist with proper drainage
Figure 4: Sight distances
Figure 5: Full bench construction
Figure 6: Trails built on the fall line
Figure 7: The half rule
Figure 8: Example of out slope
Figure 9: Example of out slope
Figure 10: Drainage
Figure 11: Example of grade break
Figure 12: Drainage dips
Figure 13: Types of armoring
Figure 14: Cross a stream at a 90-degree angle where it is straight,
not where the stream bends or has unstable banks
Photo 1: Example of armoring on a trail
Photo 2: Example of crowning
Photo 3: Example of a successful bridge

pg 65
pg 67
pg 68
pg 75
pg 76
pg 80
pg 80
pg 81
pg 81
pg 82
pg 83
pg 83
pg 85
pg 93
pg 85
pg 86
pg 92
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Appendix G
Application for
new trail approval
City of Buffalo New Trail Approval Application
Date: ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Name of organization: _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Name of spokesperson: ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Position in organization: _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Contact information of spokesperson: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Location of trail: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Identify the following:
Development timeline:
Existing vegetation: ________________________________________________________
Existing soils: ____________________________________________________________
Surrounding topography: ____________________________________________________
Adjacent or intersecting streams: ______________________________________________
Significant natural features: __________________________________________________
Allowed Trail Use: _________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Identify existing or proposed trail improvements:
Trail Improvement
Sign/s: (Kiosk, Distance Markers, Informational,
Directional)
Bench/es:

Proposed

Existing
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Garbage Can/s:
Picnic Table/s:
Parking Lot/s:
Culvert/s or waterbars:
Dog waste station/s:
Bridge/s:
Access road/s:
Easement/s:
Historic feature/s:
Wildlife:
Livestock:
Gates/barriers/fences:

Short-term maintenance plan:
Long-term maintenance plan:
To be completed by Buffalo Trail Board:
Trail Classification: _____________________________________________
Width: _______________________________________________________
Surface: ______________________________________________________
Grade: _______________________________________________________
Radius: ______________________________________________________
Sight Distance: ________________________________________________

Easement Width: _______________________________________________
Side Slope: ____________________________________________________
Vertical Clearance: ______________________________________________
Horizontal Clearance: ___________________________________________
Cross Slope: ___________________________________________________
Sub-surface Material Depth: _____________________________________

The Buffalo Trail Board recommends: Approval/Denial
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Appendix H
Tips for sustainable
trail construction
Top Ten Tips for Sustainable Trail Construction
Kim Sorvig, Sustainable Landscape Construction: A Guide to Green Building Outdoors (Island Press, 2000; co-author William
Thompson).
1.

Survey: While you need to know your site conditions, try to avoid survey damage. Use Global Positioning or other methods that
minimize clearing during survey.
2. Tools: Use hand tools because they are flexible and protect the sire better than power equipment. If power equipment is
essential, favor hand-carried power tools, or small low-ground pressure machinery. This applies to materials delivery as well.
3. Work Area: Carefully designate and limit construction work areas, and don’t park or stockpile outside them. Note protected site
features on plans, and fence them in the field before work begins.
4. Vegetation: Follow up-to-date tree protection and planting standards; voiding disturbing tree roots. Remove invasive nonnative
plants if possible.
5. Grading: Design trails to minimize grading, and follow existing contours as much as possible. Where crossing contours, be
especially careful with stormwater runoff. Resist pressures to “overbuild” the trail.
6. Stormwater: Prevent run-off and erosion as much as possible. Use biotechnical slope stabilization (“living retaining structures”).
Infiltrate stormwater near where it falls into the ground.
7. Porous surfacing: Use porous trail surfacing wherever possible, including porous concrete, porous asphalt, cellular containment,
grass-and gravel-pavers, and soft mulchlike surfaces. Never harden surfaces more than function demands.
8. Materials: Use recycled and local products, in order to minimize transportation to the site. Avoid PVC (polyvinyl chloride)
plastics and conventional wood preservatives.
9. Life cycle: Analyze life-cycle costs (both monetary and energy) during trail design; plan for sustainable, resource-efficient
maintenance.
10. Lighting and Noise: Add the minimum necessary artificial lighting, and try to avoid spillover or glare. Similarly, design the trail
not to add noise to its environment.
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